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Foreword
Global climate change and peak oil are awfully big problems for a single neighborhood to
deal with. While it does seem like too big a problem for small groups to manage there are
many reasons why it’s appropriate to do so. Individuals in Portland are learning to live more
sustainably. Different levels of government are acting to create policies to deal with these
issues, and we’re all hoping for new technologies and products that will make our task easier.
Neighborhoods also have a role though. Neighborhoods can fill the gap between the individual
and activity at higher levels.
When it comes down to it, we’re all consumers of energy and other resources. If we modify our
behaviors at the neighborhood level then we don’t have to wait for technology and government
policy to find all the solutions. We can build new homes and buildings to the highest green
standards, but we can’t get rid of what we already have and start over. We have to learn to
more efficiently use what we already have. We have to help each other adopt better ways.
We are very fortunate in Portland to have so many people with knowledge and skills that hold
many of the answers to our problems. We are even more fortunate to have so many people
with the will to teach what they know, and learn what they don’t. Neighborhood sustainability
groups can really help facilitate this exchange.
I’m really happy to have a guide like this handbook to help us build on the work that has already
been started in some neighborhoods in SE Portland. This handbook uses both examples of
projects that have already been initiated, and ideas for what is possible, many of which came
from community members who participated in the process of creating the handbook. It
also gives steps for implementing the ideas it lays out, and points out resources that exist in
Portland, from the City of Portland to the non-profit sector.
I am really amazed by what has already been accomplished in our neighborhoods and I can’t
wait to see where it goes from here. I’m excited to start working with new groups that want to
use this handbook as a tool to implement sustainability projects in their communities.
These are enormous long-term challenges for groups of neighborhoods, or even an entire city,
to take on but there can be many short-term benefits to this action. Possibly the biggest benefit
to working on these issues in our neighborhoods is that while responding to a global crisis we
can build stronger communities right here at home, which may turn out to be the most effective
solution of all.
Tim O’Neal, Southeast Uplift Neighborhood Project Coordinator
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i. Introduction
handbook feel climate change is a topic that can
bring people together to talk about the future,
work on community projects, share information
and create long-term neighborhood goals.
Residents also acknowledged how reducing
their collective neighborhood carbon footprint
can save money and encourage local economic
activity.

“The biggest benefit to working on these
issues in our neighborhoods is that while
responding to a global crisis we can build
stronger communities at home, which may
turn out to be the most effective solution
of all.” -Tim O’Neal, Southeast Uplift

Climate Action

N

eighborhoods are ideally suited to work
on the particular issues that are bigger
than one person can address, but smaller, or
more localized than a city can address. The
decisions we make on how to travel to work,
what we purchase, and how we consume
energy will determine whether we can
successfully reduce our carbon footprint. If
you and your neighbors make a commitment
to drive to work one less time a month, it
can have a significant reduction in carbon
emissions.

An action that an individual
or group takes that reduces
carbon emissions.

Climate Change and Climate Action
The 2007 Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) Fourth Assessment Report used
the term climate change to refer to any change
in climate over time, whether as a result of
natural variability or of human activity.
Addressing climate change at any level has two
components:

This handbook is designed to help address
the issue of climate change through
neighborhood climate action planning. It can
help neighbors plan, organize, and evaluate
actions that reduce the carbon footprint of
their neighborhood.

• Mitigation: actions that reduce carbon
emissions; and
• Adaptation: actions that respond to
changes in the climate as a result of global
warming and climate change.

What is Neighborhood Climate
Action Planning?
Neighborhood climate action planning
encompasses all the ways that a
neighborhood can address climate change.
This handbook includes five recommended
strategies that can help your neighborhood
take action to reduce its carbon footprint.

The majority of the information presented in
this handbook is related to mitigation strategies
or actions that reduce carbon emissions.
Rather than prescribing one method, because
each neighborhood is different and has unique
interests, this book is designed to help you
follow a path that will work best for your
neighborhood.

The Benefits of Neighborhood
Climate Action Planning

Peak Oil
Although climate action is the focus of this
handbook, peak oil, which is defined as the
declining availability of cheap fossil fuel, is
another significant concern. Most predictions
estimate a peak in oil production will occur

Many residents of Southeast Portland who
participated in the development of this
 Within this handbook, carbon emissions and carbon footprint
refer to all climate altering greenhouse gas emissions.



• What actions work best for
neighborhoods and why?
• How can neighborhoods tell if they have
been successful in these efforts?

within the next 15 years. The economic
and social consequences of peak oil and
rising energy costs will be far reaching.
Transportation, housing and agriculture will
all face rising prices and the industries will
need to change the way they operate to
better integrate locally generated renewable
energy sources.

How to Use This Handbook
1) The neighborhood climate planning
process
The “neighborhood climate planning process”
section includes how to get started and
presents different strategies you and your
neighbors can use to take action on climate
change.

Neighborhoods need to play a role in future
decisions about how we collectively transport
ourselves, how we increase local food
production, and how we can work together
to creatively solve additional peak-oil related
problems.

2) How to take action
This section is divided into the five categories
used in the Draft Portland/Multnomah County
2009 Climate Action Plan. It lists specific
projects that can reduce neighborhood carbon
impact and describes the necessary steps for
implementation.

This handbook presents neighborhood actions
that both reduce carbon emissions and
our dependence on fossil fuel, while at the
same time developing a social and economic
support system that can make the community
more resilient.

3) Appendix
The appendix features a “how to” section,
neighborhood tools, data on Southeast
Portland, additional resources and methodology
detailing how the handbook was generated.

The Purpose of This Handbook
In April 2009, the City of Portland and
Multnomah County released a draft Climate
Action Plan that features goals for carbon
emissions reduction:

How Was this Handbook
Developed?

• 40 percent reduction by 2030
• 80 percent reduction by 2050

This handbook was created through a
partnership between Southeast Uplift and CChange Consultants, a group of six graduate
students in the Urban and Regional Planning
Program at Portland State University. The
handbook was developed in an effort to create
an accessible guide for neighborhoods to bridge
the gap between broad-level climate change
policy and neighborhood-level action.

Our city and region will only be able to reach
these targets if individuals and neighborhoods
take action to reduce their carbon impact.
To help support neighborhoods that want to
take action to help achieve these ambitious
carbon reduction goals, this handbook will
help answer the following questions:
• How can neighbors get started on
planning for climate change together?
 “Descending the Oil Peak: Navigating the transition from oil and
natural gas”. City of Portland Peak Oil Task Force. March 2007.



If you are interested in more information
or have questions, contact Tim O’Neal of
Southeast Uplift at 503-232-0010.

About Southeast Uplift
The Southeast Uplift Neighborhood
Coalition, one of seven coalitions across
the City of Portland that provide services
for neighborhood associations and citizens,
assists 20 neighborhoods in Southeast
Portland. Southeast Uplift supports its
neighborhood associations and community
partners by providing services that include
training on neighborhood leadership,
urban planning, fiscal management and
communications. Some examples of projects
that Southeast Uplift is currently working on
or is planning to work on include:

Southeast Coalition Map

• Convening monthly Livability and
Sustainability committee meetings;
• Coordinating bulk purchasing for solar
energy systems;
• Creating a neighborhood sustainability
group that includes businesses on
Hawthorne;
• Housing the City of Portland’s Southeast
Neighborhood Watch program; and
• Assisting with the public engagement for
the Portland Plan.

What if I don’t live in Southeast
Portland?
This handbook was developed by working with
neighborhoods throughout Southeast Portland
and the majority of the examples are from
Southeast Portland neighborhoods. However,
the handbook is intended to be transferable to
other neighborhoods as well. If you do not live
in Southeast Portland, this guide can still work
for you.

Southeast Uplift is a dynamic organization
designed to respond to the issues and
projects that neighborhoods in Southeast
Portland want to do. Southeast Uplift can help
with any activity, program, or idea that you
see in this handbook through:
• Administrative support, including
promotion through website and e-mail;
• Advocacy at the City level;
• Help with grant writing and locating grant
money;
• Project planning and scoping;
• Connections with other neighborhoods or
district level projects; and
• Connections with community partners.

The strategies and actions can be applied to any
neighborhood or neighborhood coalition, and
many of the resources in the handbook are city
and region-wide.



ii. Neighborhood Climate Action Planning Process
Step 1: Get Organized
Quick Fact

1. Three to five people are a good starting

At the April 2009 Neighborhood
Climate Action Planning Open House at
SE Uplift, the majority of SE Portland
neighbors shared that they were
interested in climate action planning
because it would help them build a
stronger community.

point to provide the needed time and effort to
organize a group.

2. Form a larger group. Examples of
neighborhood groups include sustainability
committees within the neighborhood
association or neighborhood green teams.

3. Publicize the group through flyers, personal

T

invitations and inter-community networking
(churches, schools, recreation associations,
senior centers, and business associations).
Be inclusive and invite other neighbors to
the group. Involve the full diversity of the
neighborhood.

his section is designed to help you and your
neighbors think about the neighborhood
climate action planning process. The process
contains three recommended steps, as shown
in Figure 1 below. Once you are organized and
have a good idea of the needs and priorities
of your community, you can begin to identify
the climate action planning strategies that will
work best. Step 3 of this chapter describes five
different strategies that you can use to address
climate change.

4. Meet on a regular basis – once a month, in
a location that is accessible and comfortable for
everyone.

5. Discuss group procedures early on. Meetings
may be informal with the group openly
discussing a variety of topics and narrowing
its focus based on consensus. Later, as a group
grows it may need more structure in its format
for participation and decision-making. Either
way, set some basic guidelines for holding and
recording meetings. Prepare and get agreement
on the agenda in advance.

Figure 1: Neighborhood Climate Action Planning
Process

STEP
1

Get Organized

6. Keep people informed through regular
STEP
2

STEP
3

communications. Take advantage of your
neighborhood association or coalition
newsletters for group outreach, event updates,
issue pieces, and celebrating success. A group’s
email list should provide a running narrative of
the group’s business. A group may also have a
telephone tree for upcoming events or special
activities.

Assess Needs &
Priorities

Identify Climate Action
Planning Strategies

7. Coordinate with other groups and
community organizations. Groups can often
accomplish more by working with others,
as well as save time and energy by pooling
resources.



Step 2: Assess your
Neighborhood’s Needs and
Priorities

There are a variety of ways a neighborhood
can gather information about what residents
feel are neighborhood priorities. Approaching
the neighborhood association (if present) may
be a good place to start. The neighborhood
association will have information on
opportunities and other projects underway,
providing an instant network of people involved
and the potential to help with financial
resources. In some cases the neighborhood
association may not be representative of the
whole neighborhood. To accurately identify
neighborhood needs and priorities, it is
important that a diverse array of voices be
included in the process.

One of the goals of this handbook is to help
you and your neighbors address needs that are
not quite as obvious, such as climate change,
and incorporate them into the neighborhood’s
agenda. A neighborhood group that focuses on
sustainability and climate change with a clear
vision can improve, rather than just protect, the
neighborhood.
As a resident, you understand what is great
about your neighborhood and what needs
attention. In order to make significant
reductions in your neighborhood’s carbon
footprint, it is important to understand where
your neighborhood currently stands on a variety
of issues that it can control. These include
safety, livability, community building and
resource consumption.

Another place
Resiliency
to start is by
The capacity of a system
simply talking
to absorb disturbance
with neighbors.
and still retain its basic
The following
function and structure.
list includes a
sample of methods that can be used to gather
input from your neighborhood:

Getting Organized:
South Tabor Neighborhood

• Organize a listening session;

South Tabor is an example of a
neighborhood that is “Getting
Organized” to start addressing
neighborhood climate change. To get
more neighbors involved and begin
identifying appropriate actions and
strategies for the neighborhood actions,
South Tabor formed a new sustainability
committee. Their next steps will be to
focus on organizing neighborhood
actions and on community building
through education and outreach
activities.

• Conduct a door-to-door or online
survey;
• Invite neighbors over for a potluck, or
• Conduct interviews with local community
organizations.
Portland’s Resident Survey, which was
conducted in 2007 by the City Auditor’s Office,
can be used as a resource to assess residents’
feelings about their neighborhood. You can
also conduct your own survey, which will
provide specific information unique to your
neighborhood. Appendix A2 contains a sample
questionnaire that may be used as a template
for block-level or neighborhood-level needs and
priorities assessment tools.
The Portland Resident Survey can be found
online at: www.portlandonline.com/auditor/
auditservices/residentsurvey2007/



Step 3: Identify Neighborhood
Climate Action Planning
Strategies

Figure 2: Linear Neighborhood Climate Action
Planning Strategy

Education & Outreach

Once you and your neighbors have identified
your needs and priorities, the next step is to
identify overall neighborhood climate action
planning strategies. In order to identify which
climate strategies might help you achieve your
goals, it is beneficial to ask yourselves a few
questions:
• What are attendance numbers like at
neighborhood events and meetings?
• What is the climate change
awareness level in your
neighborhood?
• Is your neighborhood actionoriented?
• Is your neighborhood
communication-oriented?

Visionand
& Goal
Vision
GoalSetting
Setting

Organize Neighborhood
Neighborhood
Organize
Actions
Actions

Organize
Neighborhood
Create a Neighborhood
Actions
Climate
Action Plan

The following are recommended strategies
that have been identified to work well for
neighborhoods:
• Education and Outreach;
• Vision and Goal Setting;
• Organizing Neighborhood Actions;
• Creating a Neighborhood Climate
Action Plan; and
• Measuring Your Progress.

Measure Your Progress

Figure 3: “Mix and Match” Neighborhood Climate
Action Planning Strategy

These neighborhood climate action planning
strategies may be implemented in a linear
fashion (Figure 2), or neighborhoods may
prefer to mix and match a combination to meet
their goals (Figure 3). Each of these strategies
is further described in the following pages.

Organize
Neighborhood
Actions

Education &
Outreach

Create a
Neighborhood
Climate Action
Plan

Vision & Goal
Setting



Measure Your
Progress

Strategy 1: Education and Outreach
Education and outreach is a way for you and your neighbors to get the word out about climate
change to residents and businesses within your neighborhood. Your group can use education
and outreach to:
• Raise awareness about the issue of climate change;
• Build community around the issue; and
• Let people know what neighborhoods can collectively do to address climate change.

When Does this Strategy Work Best?
This strategy works best when a small group of residents care about the issue, but attendance at
meetings and other attempted neighborhood events has been low.

Why Should Your Group Do Education and Outreach?
Broad-based community support and participation is necessary for your group’s success in
helping the neighborhood reduce its carbon emissions. A good example, and potential resource,
is the University of Oregon’s Climate Masters™ Program, which engages and educates “early
adopters” in the community. Those “early adopters” then make direct, one-on-one contact with
friends, neighbors and other community members. The Climate Masters Program has resulted in
an average carbon emissions reduction of more than 4,000 pounds per participant.

Sample Education and Outreach Events:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Speaker Series
Discussion Groups
Climate Action Trainings (ex. Climate Masters)
Climate Action/Energy Conservation Fairs
Distributing Climate Change Tip Sheets
Low-Carbon Potlucks

Education and Outreach in Action:
Sunnyside Neighborhood
Sunnyside is an example of a neighborhood that has taken an education and outreach
approach to the neighborhood climate action planning process. To get neighbors engaged
and build community around the issue of climate change and sustainability, the Sunnyside
Sustainability Committee has organized monthly educational events, including a speaker
series and movie presentations. These events have occurred as part of the Transition
Towns movement, an international model for community transformation around peak oil
and climate change.



Resources
• The Northwest Earth Institute is a Portland based non-profit dedicated to inspiring
people to take responsibility for the Earth by engaging them in small-group
discussions around sustainability topics. They offer a series of guides for use including
“Global Warming: Changing CO2urse, Choices for Sustainable Living, and Menu for the
Future”. Visit www.nwei.org, call 503.227.2807, or email contact@nwei.org for more
information.
• The Transition Handbook, developed by Rob Hopkins, is a guide that helps
communities raise awareness about peak oil, climate change, and the need to
undertake a community-based process to reduce carbon emissions and build resilient
communities. Transitiontowns.org/TransitionNetwork/TransitionHandbook
• The University of Oregon’s Climate Masters™ Program is a community program
helping people to reduce their personal greenhouse gas emissions. Trained Climate
Master™ volunteers share share easy, low-cost ways to reduce emissions from heating
and cooling, transportation, food waste, and yard care. www.uoregon.edu/~climlead/
programs/climatemaster.html
• “Climate Crossroads” is a guide on communicating climate change “from and for
global warming advocates”. This guide provides talking points and a framework
for talking about climate change in your community. The guide and toolkit are
available at the following website: www.iccr.org/news/press_releases/pdf%20files/
ClimateCrossroads.pdf
• Portland Bureau of Planning and Sustainability’s “Individual Actions to Protect the
Climate” assists people in understanding and lowering their carbon footprint:
www.portlandonline.com/osd/index.cfm?c=41900&



Strategy 2: Vision and Goal Setting
Establishing a shared-community vision and setting clear goals for the future are powerful tools
for effecting change. Establishing a vision involves collectively imagining the desired future of
your neighborhood and identifying specific targets to bring this vision into reality.

When Does this Strategy Work Best?
• When you and your neighbors have
generated enough interest in the
issue of climate change to get a
good turn-out at a visioning
session.
• When residents are interested in
the topic, but the neighborhood
still needs to narrow a list of
priorities and establish shared
goals.

Campaign for a Carbon Neutral
Neighborhood:
Hosford-Abernethy Neighborhood (HAND)
In 2008, HAND adopted the goal of reducing the
neighborhood’s carbon footprint 10 percent in
1 year, and 50 percent by 2025. The board also
approved a neighborhood-wide campaign to work
towards becoming a carbon-neutral neighborhood
and created an organizing committee to help reach
these goals.

Why Should Your Group do Vision and Goal Setting?
Establishing a vision for the future and setting goals helps make you and your neighbors’
commitment to climate change more public and visible. Making a public commitment to climate
change is one of the most important elements in moving from personal contemplation into
group action (Markowitz and Doppelt 2009).

Example Vision and Goal Setting Activities
• Establish neighborhood carbon reduction goals;
• Create a community vision of the future; or
• Ask residents to make verbal or written carbon reduction pledges.

Transition Sunnyside 2030
As part of the Transition Town movement, Transition Sunnyside has created a Transition
Tale – A vision of their neighborhood in 2030. The tale is told from the perspective of
residents in 2030, looking back on the previous 21 years and reminiscing about how the
community organized neighborhood actions around food, communication, energy, and
health (among others), to build a more sustainable and resilient neighborhood.



Resources
• Shanahan Neighbors for Climate Action is a highly successful grassroots group in
southwest Boulder, CO. They set a goal of reducing the neighborhood’s greenhouse gas
emissions by 22 percent, the amount necessary to meet the obligations of the Kyoto
Protocol and the City of Boulder’s “Climate Smart” campaign:
www.climateneighbors.com/about.htm
• The Berkeley Climate Action Pledge is a good example of a public pledge individuals can
take to reduce their carbon impact. It can be found in the 2007 Berkeley Climate Action
Plan:
www.berkeleyclimateaction.org/Content/10005/ClimateActionPledge.html
• The Green Playbook contains resources for communities that want to make a commitment
to sustainability: www.greenplaybook.org/neighborhoods/plan/commit.htm
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Strategy 3: Organize Neighborhood
Climate Actions
Organizing neighborhood events or block demonstration projects can be a way to jump start
interest or involvement in climate change. Neighborhoods can organize climate actions to:
• Get neighbors excited about the issue;
• Demonstrate the possibilities of taking action on climate change; and
• Celebrate success.

When Does this Strategy Work Best?
This strategy works best when neighborhood awareness of climate change already exists and
there is an active group to organize actions.

Woodstock Neighborhood

Why Should Your Group Organize
Neighborhood Climate Actions?
Climate actions are at the core of the
neighborhood climate action planning process.
It is through the engagement in and completion
of neighborhood climate actions that your
carbon footprint can be reduced.

Example Actions:

Woodstock Neighbors expressed
that they prefer an action-oriented
approach to getting started on
the neighborhood climate action
planning process. The neighborhood
has an established a green team
and holds annual tree plantings,
regular sustainable potlucks, and
neighborhood clean-up events.

There are many actions that you and
your neighbors can take to address your carbon footprint. This handbook provides some
recommended actions in the areas of: buildings and energy use, land use and mobility,
consumption and waste, urban forestry, and food and agriculture. For a complete description of
neighborhood climate actions, please see Section III: How to Take Action.

Tips for sustaining neighborhood involvement:
Designing recognition programs for neighbors participating in climate action events spreads the
word and simultaneously keeps current participants involved. Recognition includes:
• Door or yard signs,
• Contest prizes,
• Acknowledgment in newsletters,
• Celebration at events, or
• A mention on the neighborhood association web site.

Resources
• Resources for various actions are plentiful throughout the community. Resources for
specific actions featured in this handbook are listed in Section III: How to Take Action.
• Sustainable Lifestyle Campaign, Madison, Wisconsin: www.cityofmadison.com/
sustainability/City/documents/ccp_2002.pdf
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Strategy 4: Create a Neighborhood Climate Action
Plan (NCAP)
A Neighborhood Climate Action Plan (NCAP) is a document that describes a neighborhood’s
commitment to reducing its carbon footprint. An NCAP may take the form of a formal document
that outlines where a neighborhood sees itself in the future, and details a strategy to achieve
its carbon reduction goals. To enhance effectiveness, an NCAP should reflect the broader
neighborhood interests, values, and goals.

When Does this Strategy Work Best?
Developing an NCAP works well when neighbors have formed a group focused on climate
change, recruited other neighbors to get involved, done some goal-setting for the
neighborhood, and organized climate actions and projects. Some neighborhoods might want to
work on an NCAP after they have completed the other elements of the neighborhood climate
action planning process. Other neighborhoods might want to start the neighborhood climate
action planning process by developing a plan and working to achieve what is in the plan (see
Appendix A2 for an NCAP template).

Why Should Your Group Create an NCAP?
Creating an NCAP allows the neighborhood to relate climate change goals to other
neighborhood priorities. Writing down neighborhood goals and strategies for carbon reduction
can empower the neighborhood to have greater control over development that happens in
its community. An NCAP creates a way for neighbors to hold each other accountable for their
behavior change with regards to carbon reduction.

Resources
• Morton Meadows – Neighborhood Energy Action Plan:
www.unomaha.edu/energysavers/pdf_attachments/MM_NEAP_Plan_2008-0724.pdf
• Kinsale Energy Descent Action Plan:
transitionculture.org/wp-content/uploadsKinsaleEnergyDescentActionPlan.pdf
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Strategy 5: Measure your Progress
Measuring the progress of your neighborhood towards meeting its goals entails establishing
metrics or “indicators” and tracking your progress over time.

When Does this Strategy Work Best?
This strategy works best when your neighborhood has established specific goals in a visioning
process, or it is curious to find out more about its carbon footprint or neighborhood
involvement levels. A neighborhood that has created an NCAP document might also want to
track the success of the goals and objectives stated in the plan. Measuring progress may entail
the use of a spreadsheet, survey, third-party data collection organization, or an online program.

Why Should Your Group Measure Progress?
Measuring your neighborhood’s progress can provide valuable information on the effectiveness
of your neighborhood’s actions and help guide future decisions. Monitoring your progress can
help your neighborhood answer questions such as:
• Are more residents attending neighborhood events?
• Are residents making efforts to conserve energy?
• Is the number of community gardens in the neighborhood increasing?
Measuring the progress of your neighborhood may also encourage friendly competition with
other neighborhoods or between neighborhood blocks.
The indicators that your neighborhood selects to measure can be designed to reflect the values
and priorities of your neighborhood. Tracking and reporting on progress will likely require a
community effort, which will bring more people into the process and help sustain community
involvement.

Example Progress Indicators:
• Community Involvement: If you and your neighbors want to determine whether your group’s
outreach efforts have been successful, you might consider developing a spreadsheet that tracks
attendance at neighborhood events over time. Your group may also want to note how they
promoted the event. By taking the time to track and record attendance, you can examine which
outreach methods have had positive results and which methods need to be improved upon.
• Community Behaviors: If your goal is to increase the number of residents engaged in
sustainable behaviors, you may choose to select indicators such as the number of residents that
report bike commuting, purchasing primarily local products, or weatherizing their homes.
• Neighborhood Attributes: If your goal is to improve the physical characteristics of your
neighborhood, you may choose to select indicators such as the length of sidewalk improved, the
number of community gardens, or the number of community composting sites.
• Carbon Reduction: If your neighborhood sets specific carbon reduction goals you may choose
to select indicators such as electricity, natural gas or gasoline consumption.
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Evaluating Success:
Your group’s community involvement may be deemed successful when it does one or more of
the following:3
•
•
•
•

Educates the target portion of the population about certain facets of climate change;
Motivates people to take action to reduce carbon emissions;
Promotes community involvement; and
Promotes socially just and vibrant communities.

Tracking Neighborhood Carbon: Lyons, Colorado
Lyons, Colorado has 176 households participating in an initiative to track household
carbon usage that has resulted in a cumulative 16 percent carbon reduction in just 7
months. Participants have been able to identify simple measures they can take (Ghost
Energy Audit Spotlight on page 18) to reduce their electricity usage. They have found that
the participant’s largest carbon emission contributor preventing them from meeting the
Kyoto Protocol is air travel.

Resources
Monitoring and tracking data at the neighborhood level can be a considerable challenge.
Data is not frequently available at this level, and getting public agencies or private
corporations to share their information is not always feasible. These are a few resources
neighborhoods might consider to help them track their progress:

Grassroots:
• You and your neighbors can conduct your own survey of residents. The
Tracking and Monitoring Resources in Appendix A5 contain tips on how to set up a
neighborhood survey as well as a template for measuring your neighborhood’s carbon
footprint. Southeast Uplift is willing to help neighborhoods who are interested in tracking
their progress in this way.

Outside Organizations:
• Portland General Electric: Portland General Electric has offered to assist
neighborhoods that are interested in collecting aggregated electricity data for their
neighborhoods. For more information, please contact Tom Riddle, PGE Key Customer
Manager at Tom.Riddle@pgn.com or 503-464-7637.

3 ICLEI: Community Engagement
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Resources Continued
• Green Heart Institute: Green Heart Community Initiatives (GHCI) help individuals,
businesses and faith organizations work together to become more sustainable. GHCI
programs help people understand where they are and then inspire them to reduce
their impact and save money. The results are measurable reductions in carbon
emissions and an overall improved quality of life for all: www.ghici.org
Green Heart Community Initiative Program Tools include:
• Customizable Community Website
• Carbon Footprint Analysis
• Community Surveys and Pledges

City-wide mapping tools:
Several web-based community mapping tools are available that may be able to help
track variations in energy, consumption, stormwater management and the number of
trees that have been planted. While these resources are not all applicable to southeast
Portland, they are a good example of how web-based mapping tools can assist
neighborhoods that want to measure their progress.
• UrbanEcoMap: Urban EcoMap allows residents to see greenhouse gas emissions from
transportation, energy consumption and waste compared by zipcode within their city.
In addition, it allows residents to explore actions to reduce emissions divided into
cost, effort, and degree of climate impact. Currently this web-based mapping tool is
being run as a pilot project in San Francisco, California: sf.urbanecomap.org/#
• ProjectDX: This site allows Portlanders to enter their address and explore stormwater
solutions specific to their property, connect with local service providers, and apply
for financial incentives. Projects can be posted to the interactive stormwater map:
portlandbes.projectdx.com/systems/water/content/portland_overview
• San Francisco Tree Map: The map digitally pinpoints the location of each tree in the
city and offers access to the data. The community can get involved by posting photos
and stories about their own trees: sftreemap.org
• San Francisco Solar Map: This tool allows property owners to see the location of solar
installations throughout San Francisco, assess the solar potential of their own
property, and estimate the costs of installing solar after current incentive programs
and rebates: sf.solarmap.org
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iii. How to take action

C

limate actions are steps that you and your
neighbors can take to reduce your carbon
footprint. In addition to reducing neighborhood
carbon emissions, the actions described in this
handbook aim to strengthen communities,
beautify neighborhoods, promote healthy
living, and reduce food, energy and water
related expenses.
The recommended climate actions are divided
into five sectors based on those included in the
Draft 2009 City of Portland and Multnomah
County Climate Action Plan:
•
•
•
•
•

Neighborhood climate actions can play an
integral role in meeting city and county carbon
reduction goals. Each sector description lists the
associated 2030 climate goals from the 2009
Portland Climate Action Plan.
Included for each sector overview is a
neighborhood spotlight that details a Portlandregion example of a recommended action
underway or completed.

Buildings and Energy;
Land Use and Mobility;
Consumption and Waste;
Urban Forestry; and
Food and Agriculture.

Tree Planting Event
www.treehugger.com

A VISION FOR 2050
In 2050, Portland and Multnomah
County are at the heart of a vibrant
region with a thriving economy and
rich cultural community… Most
people rely on walking, bicycling and
transit rather than driving… Food and
agriculture are central to the economic
and cultural vitality of the community,
with backyard gardens, farmers’ markets
and community gardens productive
and thriving… Residents and businesses
use resources extremely efficiently,
minimizing and reusing solid waste,
water, stormwater and energy.
-2009 City of Portland and
Multnomah County Climate
Action Plan
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Buildings and Energy Use sECTOR
Average U.S. Household Energy Usage

City of Portland
and Multnomah County
Climate Action Plan 2030
Goals:
1. Reduce the total energy use
of all buildings built before
2010 by 25 percent.
2. Achieve zero net carbon
emissions in all new buildings
and homes.
3. Produce 10 percent of
the total energy used within
Multnomah County from onsite renewable sources and
clean district energy systems.
Source: Energy Trust of Oregon

Residential energy use accounts for twenty percent of Multnomah County’s greenhouse gas
emissions. Approximately, forty-five percent of home energy use can be attributed to home
heating and cooling.
You and your neighbors can make an important contribution to reducing city and countywide
carbon emissions by improving energy efficiency and decreasing your dependence on nonrenewable energy sources. Actions, such as forming neighborhood teams to weatherize homes
or conducting home energy audits to determine sources of unnecessary energy waste, are simple
ways to recuce your carbon emissions.
Other actions that are recommended and discussed later in this section include:
• Energy Audits;
• Weatherization Teams;
• Bulk Purchasing; and
• Neighborhood Energy Project.

Sunnyside Neighborhood News, January 2009
Exerpt from: The Carbon Cops Caper
By Jeanne Longley, Sunnyside Sustainability Committee
“The Carbon Cops plugged almost every electronic gadget I own into their ruthless “Kill-A-Watt”
meter, giving us an instant reading on my most ubiquitous guzzlers. They were most interested in
the readings when each gadget was shut off. Yes, they were sleuthing for that phantom, standby power. By the end of the evening, after climbing over my home office desk and pulling out
my refrigerator, they triumphantly claimed that I could save 15 percent of my monthly electric
bill (60 percent if we leave the electric water heater out of the equation) by simply unplugging
electronics when I’m not using them, including not only my computer and printer, but also my
shredder, televisions, and especially my cable box. And I learned that while my LED Christmas lights
use 5 watts of electricity, my modest string of incandescent mini-lights use 70 watts. Yes, 70. They
will go on only for Christmas Eve and Christmas Day.”
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SPOTLIGHT: Sunnyside Ghost Energy Audits
Neighborhood “Ghost Energy Audits” emerged from the Sunnyside Sustainability Committee
as a way to help neighbors reduce unnecessary energy consumption and save money. The
committee felt that this was a simple, yet significant, way to help achieve their mission of
reducing the neighborhood’s carbon footprint.
In order to measure the “ghost energy,” or energy used by electronic devices when turned
off, the group needed a way to measure. By partnering with other neighborhoods to acquire
funds from SE Uplift, the committee purchased seven Kill-a-Watt™ meters. They also wrote an
instruction sheet to accompany the meters. This included information on:
• Using the device;
• Calculating a household’s total ghost energy load;
• Calculating the cost per month of ghost energy; and
• Suggestions for reducing the ghost energy load.
The Kill-a-Watt™ meter program works much like a library; the meters can be checked-out,
free of charge, by any neighborhood resident or business. They are stored at a Sustainability
Committee member’s home.
In addition, the committee formed a team of two people that conduct free ghost energy audits.
The team measures the energy from all electronic devices and appliances, calculates the total
ghost load and monthly cost, and provides recommendations for lowering a household’s carbon
footprint. After the audit is conducted, the recipient is asked to complete a short survey asking
about the quality of the audit and information provided, the likelihood of implementing the
energy reducing recommendations, past and future steps to reduce energy consumption and
additional suggestions for improvement. The team can also put interested neighbors in contact
with the Energy Trust of Oregon, to have a complete energy review conducted.
The program was first promoted through personal notes and e-mails to adjacent neighbors and
friends. Later, the program was highlighted in the neighborhood newsletter through a personal
story from one of the ghost energy audit participants (see previous page).
As of 2009, the program has been very successful--most of the seven meters are on one-week
loan at any given time.

Resources:
• Sunnyside Sustainability Committee: www.sunnysideneighborhood.com
• Kill A Watt™ Meter: www.p3international.com/products/special/P4400/P4400-CE.html
• Energy Trust of Oregon:www.energytrust.org or call 1-866-ENTRUST (368-7878)
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Land Use and Mobility Sector
Commute Mode of Southeast Uplift Residents

City of Portland
and Multnomah County
Climate Action Plan 2030
Goals:
1. Create vibrant
neighborhoods where 90
percent of Portland residents
and 80 percent of Multnomah
County residents can easily
walk or bicycle to meet all basic
daily, non-work needs.
2. Reduce per capita daily
vehicle miles traveled 50
percent from 2008 levels.
3. Increase the average fuel
efficiency of passenger vehicles
to 40 miles per gallon.
4. Reduce the lifecycle carbon
emissions of transportation
fuels by 20 percent.
Source: 2000 Census

Transportation related activities account for nearly forty percent of Multnomah County’s greenhouse gas
emissions. Seventy-six percent of Southeast Uplift residents reported commuting to work by automobile.
You and your neighbors can make an important contribution to reducing city and county-wide carbon
emissions by driving less and using alternative modes of transportation that have less climate impact.
Actions such as organizing a Bike Buddy system or conducting an Alternative Transportation Challenge
can encourage neighbors to consider transportation alternatives. These are relatively simple ways you
and your neighbors can reduce the neighborhood’s carbon footprint. Actions that require slightly more
organization, like traffic calming, are also great community building opportunities (see spotlight on next
page).
Other actions that are recommended and discussed later in this section include:
• Bike Buddy/Transit Buddy;
• Neighborhood Bike Tour;
• Alternative Transportation Challenge; and
• Traffic Calming Projects.
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SPOTLIGHT: Speed Bumps on 41st Avenue
Speeding traffic had been a problem on SE 41st Avenue between Woodstock and Holgate for
decades. There were no stop signs on this part of 41st Avenue and people drove through very
fast. A few neighbors who wanted to do something about the problem invited everyone on the
street to a meeting. At this meeting neighborhood attendees decided they were interested in
doing something about the speed of traffic. This group scheduled a meeting with Will Stevens of
the Portland Bureau of Transportation (PBOT) to discuss the problem and possible solutions.
The Portland Bureau of Transportation monitored
speed on the segment and found out that it was one
of the worst streets for speeding cars. PBOT also had
to make sure there was not a parallel route close by
to ensure the traffic didn’t get pushed elsewhere.
Once these two requirements were satisfied, PBOT
agreed to install speed bumps.
The neighbors on 41st Avenue had to get agreement
for speed bumps from two-thirds of the people
that lived on that street, therefore, neighborhood
www.stockton.gov
volunteers gathered signatures. When the neighbors requested the speed
bumps, they split the cost of the project with PBOT by paying 40 percent of
the project costs. The City of Portland donated $12,000 and the group of Woodstock neighbors
paid $8,000. However, as of 2009, due to funding challenges at the City of Portland, neighbors
wanting speed bumps must now pay the total cost.
The neighbors worked hard to raise this money through donations from the Woodstock
Neighborhood Association and the Woodstock Community Business Association. Individuals
involved in the project also agreed to donate money to make the speed bumps a reality. A
big fundraising opportunity was the semi-annual Woodstock neighborhood cleanup event,
held during the week of Earth Day. Neighbors provided labor at the cleanup in exchange for
donations toward the speed bumps on 41st Avenue. Woodstock residents report that the
project has resulted in a stronger sense of community among the neighbors.

Resources:
• City Repair: www.cityrepair.org
• Portland Bureau of Transportation, Transportation Safety and Neighborhood Livability
Hot Line: (823-SAFE): safe@pdxtrans.org
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Consumption and Waste sector
Portland Waste Stream Analysis

City of Portland
and Multnomah County
Climate Action Plan 2030
Goals:
1. Reduce total solid waste
generated by 25 percent.
2. Recover 75 percent of all
waste generated.
3. Maximize the efficiency of the
waste collection system.

Source: 2008 Portland Recycles! Plan

The things we buy, use and throwaway have a huge impact on the environment. Disposable goods
not only produce greenhouse gases as they are processed and transported to stores, but also
produce emissions in landfills. While recycling prevents garbage from going into landfills, but there
is still a significant amount of energy used transporting the recyclables and manufacturing them
into new goods.
Compared to other cities around the nation, Portland has a high recycling rate—in 2007 it was 64
percent, which is almost double the national average. However, the amount of waste we produce
in total, both garbage and recycling, is increasing at a faster rate than our population growth.
In order to slow down our consumption and waste generation Portland residents will need to
use fewer disposable goods. It is important to take action within your own home by buying more
durable long-lasting goods, taking your own bags to the supermarket and simply buying less.
However, neighborhoods can work together to make a larger impact. We can compost our food
scraps instead of sending them to the landfill and share resources, such as tools or equipment
(see spotlight below). Neighborhoods can also team up to create green business agreements to
encourage their local stores to recycle, compost and make other green choices that reduce waste
and consumption.
Other actions that are recommended and discussed later in this section include:
• Neighborhood clean-up and hard-to-recycle item collection;
• Resource sharing “library”; and
• Green business agreements.
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SPOTLIGHT: Northeast Portland Tool Library
About a year ago a Woodlawn neighbor, Eric Fair-Layman passed out fliers about starting a tool
library at a Vernon neighborhood open house event. Tom Thompson, a Vernon resident called
Eric and the two, with the help of a few other neighbors, became the founders of what would
become a tool lending library. On August 16, 2008, the Northeast Portland Tool Lending Library
was born.
The Northeast Portland Tool Lending Library was able to overcome initial challenges that newly
forming tool libraries often face. The Redeemer Lutheran Church donated a free garage space
to the library for its first year of existence. Also, the library founders asked Northeast Coalition
of Neighborhoods to house the library under the non-profit status of the Coalition, so that they
might avoid starting a new non-profit. The Vernon and Concordia Neighborhood Associations
helped out with seed money for the library.

www.upenn.edu

Since then, the library has been steadily growing in tools,
members, and resources. Membership, reserved for those who
live in Northeast Portland, is up to 400. Neighbors who want to
join simply have to bring a picture I.D. and verification of their
address and then they can rent out any number of the 700 tools
currently housed at the library for a week. The library council,
made up of eight volunteers, staffs shifts on Saturdays from
9-2 and Wednesdays from 5:30-7:30. The library now offers a
seed library and has plans to house a game-board and camping
equipment library in the near future. Sponsored by a Northeast
Coalition of Neighborhoods grant, the library is offering summer
classes on topics such as rain-barrel making, building with
recycled materials, and composting.

Part of the libraries success can be attributed to how the project has been promoted to
Northeast Portland neighbors. Tom spent the last two months passing out fliers to neighbors at
spring clean-up events, farmers markets, and neighborhood association meetings and saw the
membership double. Tom says that ever since he first volunteered at the North Portland lending
library, he could feel the overwhelming need for this type of community resource. Tom says
neighbors are very appreciative of this resource as a way to help maintain homes and gardens at
a small price.

Resources
• Future website of the NE Portland tool library: www.neptl.org
• North Portland tool library: www.northportlandtoollibrary.org
• Tom Thompson: tomscot51@yahoo.com, 503-539-1756
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Urban Forestry and Stormwater Management
Percent Canopy Cover by Pixel, 2002

The black lines are neighborhood boundaries
City of Portland and
Multnomah County Climate
Action Plan 2030 Goals:
1. Expand the forest canopy to
cover one-third of Portland.

Source: Poracsky and Lackner, 2002

Portland’s urban forest canopy is important in many ways. Through their life-cycle process, trees
sequester carbon. Generally, the larger and older a tree, the more carbon they are able to store.
Trees also provide shade, which reduces energy use in the summer and they enhance the livability,
walkability and bikeability of our neighborhoods.
Currently, 26 percent of Portland has canopy cover. The City of Portland has set a goal of
increasing the urban canopy to 33 percent. Achieving this goal it will require a variety of efforts to
plant tens of thousands of trees in the next 20 years.
Portland’s urban canopy is not equally dispersed throughout the City. Therefore it is always
important for neighborhoods to take action to increase trees and vegetation on their streets.
Different bureaus in Portland maintain and plant trees, but citizen help is crucial if all our
neighborhoods are to see an increase in canopy cover in the coming years. A great example of
a neighborhood effort to increase the urban canopy cover is the Sunnyside Neighborhood Tree
Planting program (see snapshot on next page).
Stormwater management techniques are also an important part of reducing climate change.
Shrubs and plants used in stormwater facilities reduce the urban heat island effect by decreasing
impervious surface (pavement and other hard surfaces). Urban vegetation also reduces the
amount of runoff going into our streams and sewer system, which in turn, lessens the amount of
pollution and warm water draining into our waterways.
The City of Portland has stormwater management regulations for new development, but this does
not really affect established residential areas. If neighbors can reduce the amount of impervious
area around their homes, they can significantly decrease the amount of runoff entering our
streams.
Other actions that are recommended and discussed later in this section include:
• Disconnecting downspouts and rain barrel installation;
• Community rain garden installation;
• Neighborhood tree planting events; and
• Natural area restoration.
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SPOTLIGHT: Neighborhood Tree Planting
In 2005, the Sunnyside Neighborhood Association began a partnership with the non-profit
organization Friends of Trees (FOT) . They developed an annual event that brings neighborhood
homeowners and other volunteers together to plant trees in Sunnyside and surrounding
Neighborhoods.
Peter Nierengarten, of the Sunnyside neighborhood, has organized several events that are
creative and truly carbon negative. Usually tree-planting events involve people transporting
themselves, the trees and tools in trucks to the properties, all of which are activities that emit
carbon. In 2009, Peter coordinated participants to haul the trees and tools on only their bicycles
using bike trailers and cargo bicycles. Peter was able to round up 15 bike trailers to use for the
event. On the day of the event, homeowners and other volunteers gathered at the staging area
for registration, food, and a brief orientation. They also coordinated with the city to have the
streets surrounding the area closed to make the event safer for participants. The successful
bicycle-run tree planting resulted in about 25 homeowners receiving new trees.
Focusing on a completely human powered event was new and creative and took extra steps to
be carbon negative. Since FOT does much of the logistical organizing of tree-planting events,
Peter was able to focus his efforts on outreach and developing creative and fun projects for
him and his neighbors. As of 2009, he is also working with a realtor to have them promote the
program to new homeowners.

Resources:
• Friends of Trees: www.friendsoftrees.org

www.momentumplanet.com
www.momentumplanet.com
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Food and Agriculture sector
Greenhouse Gas Emissions of Food Systems by Phase

City of Portland
and Multnomah County
Climate Action Plan 2030
Goals:
1. Significantly increase the
consumption of local food.
2. Reduce consumption of
carbon-intensive foods.

Source: Weber and Matthews, 2008

Greenhouse gases produced in the food system are generated from farm equipment, processing
and transportation. In recent years there has been a resurgence of the “buy local” movement,
which aims to cut down on transportation emissions. Similarly, buying organic products also
reduces emissions from the production phase.
Portland has many resources for buying local and organic food: farmers markets, grocery stores
that focus on purchasing locally sourced items and CSAs. There are also numerous organizations
working to promote sustainable food production as well as teach individuals how to produce their
own food by gardening.
Actions such as gardening can be time intensive and difficult if you do not have the space and
resources. However, increasing the amount of locally grown food is essential to reducing the
greenhouse gas emissions in this sector. Neighborhood composting is also a great way to reduce
the neighborhood’s carbon footprint and build community as highlighted by the Buckman
Community Composting project (see spotlight below).
Other actions that are recommended and discussed later in this section include:
• Neighborhood garden exchange;
• Bulk buying groups;
• Increasing community gardens; and
• Neighborhood composting.
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SPOTLIGHT: Buckman Community Composting
The Buckman Community Composting program emerged out of the Buckman Neighborhood
Association’s Sustainability Committee. It has since grown from merely an idea to a project that
includes partnerships with Portland State University and City Repair.
Located on the planting strip outside the home of committee member Nancy Oberschmidt, the
composting site will contain two bins - one for leaves and one for kitchen scraps - and a compost
tumbler for faster compost turnaround. Anyone can put their kitchen scraps in the bin and
Nancy will take care of the technical logistics.
The partnership with City Repair will result in a large painting throughout the intersection and
a community kiosk with bulletin board and book exchange. In order to locate the bins on the
planting strip and paint the intersection, the group had to apply for a permit from the City
of Portland. Since the project seeks to enhance the community, the City of Portland waived
the fee that it usually charges when parking spaces are removed. Significant outreach was
necessary to gain the required 100 percent approval of residents who share the corner with the
project, as well as 80 percent of all residents within a three-block radius of the project.
Costs for the project are funded by a $1,000 Vision into Action Grant, administered through
Southeast Uplift, as well as a potential $600 from the Bureau of Planning and Sustainability.
These funds will cover the materials to construct bins and purchase tumblers for up to three
different composting sites.

Resources for Neighborhoods
Portland Community Composting Sites:
• SE 15th and SE Alder (upcoming)
• NE 31st and NE Couch
Composting Resources
• Buckman Neighborhood Association:
www.neighborhoodlink.com/portland/buckman
• City Repair: www.cityrepair.org
• Metro’s guide to Effective Composting: www.oregonmetro.gov/compost

www.oregonmetro.gov
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Neighborhood Climate action Evaluation

T

Costs:

he following section gives detailed
instructions on how to implement various
actions in your neighborhood. The purpose
of Table 1, found on the following page, is
to provide a way to evaluate and choose the
actions that best meet your neighborhood
goals. A complete description of each action is
provided in the next section.

For each action listed, Table 1 shows an
estimate of the associated costs and resource
requirements. Some actions listed have very
small up-front costs and need only volunteers
and time. Other actions, such as creating
neighborhood gardens and resource sharing
programs, require resources above and beyond
the volunteers and materials needed to get
started (such as a space to house the program).
Projects such as bulk solar purchasing may also
require grants or a partnership with another
entity, this is represented in Table 1 under the
column “Requires Additional Resources”.

These are just a few examples of possible
neighborhood actions and the list is not
intended to be comprehensive, but rather a
starting point for you and your neighbors. For
a more comprehensive list of neighborhood
climate actions, please see Appendix A4.

Carbon Reduction Potential:
The carbon reduction potential of each action
will depend largely on how many people are
involved and the specific neighborhood context.
The carbon reduction potentials provided are
estimates, and cannot be based on actual
figures, due to the number of unknown,
context-specific variables.

Level of Effort:
The group size category in Table 1 refers to
whether the actions require a large or small
group to complete the activity or project. It is
not the number of people necessary to plan
the activity or project. Some actions, like an
alternative transportation challenge, would
be better suited for a larger group of people
to be successful. While other actions, like an
energy audit, can be conducted with a smaller
group. Some of the actions, like bike and transit
buddies, can be done with both smaller and
larger groups. Table 1 also highlights those
actions or projects in which you and your
neighbors might want to partner with Southeast
Uplift or another organization for assistance or
resources. If Table 1 recommends partnering
with an organization for a project, the particular
organization will be listed on the corresponding
action sheet.
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EnergyAudits
30
WeatherizationTeams
31
NeighborhoodBulkPurchasing
32
NeighborhoodDistrictEnergy
LandUse&Mobility
33
BikeBuddy/TransitBuddy
34
NeighborhoodBikeTour
35
AlternativeTransportation
Challenge
36
TrafficCalmingProjects
Consumption&Waste
37
CleanͲUp&RecyclingEvent
38
ResourceSharingProgram
39
GreenBusinessAgreement
UrbanForestry&StormwaterManagement
40
RainBarrelInstallation
41
RainGardenProgram
42
TreePlanting
43
NaturalAreaRestorationEvent
Food&Agriculture
44
GardenSharingProgram
45
BulkFoodBuying
46
NeighborhoodGardens
47
NeighborhoodComposting
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ClimateImpact
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Page
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#
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Table 1: Neighborhood Climate Actions













Requires
Additional
Resources?

NEIGHBORHOOD
NEIGHBORHOOD ENERGY
ENERGY AUDIT
AUDIT
An energy audit, or review, helps identify ways to lower home energy use. Understanding how
to conserve energy can save the neighborhood money and lower your carbon footprint.

Climate Connection:
Energy reviews help reduce greenhouse gas emissions by identifying:
• Where your home is losing energy;
Did you know?
• Steps you can take to minimize lost energy;
According to Energy Trust of
• Ways you can save energy by minimizing
Oregon,
you can lose up to 60
“ghost energy” usage.
percent of the energy used to
heat and cool your home due
Where to Begin:
to leaks, inefficiencies and
1) Survey your neighborhood association or interested
poor insulation. In addition,
neighbors to understand the skill set and amount of
many electronic devices and
time people have available to put toward this effort.
appliances draw power even
when turned off, which can
2) Complete energy reviews can be complex, so unless
make up about 10 percent of a
someone in your group has this skill set, it may be
home’s energy footprint.
best to partner with an organization that conducts
reviews, such as Energy Trust. You and your neighbors
can focus on marketing the free service and encouraging people to participate.
3) You can also supplement the reviews with a ghost energy review service. To do this, the
neighborhood should: (See the Ghost Energy Spotlight on page 18).
a) Purchase one or more electricity monitoring devices, such as the Kill A Watt™
monitor.
b) This device should have a designated home where it is stored, but be available for
neighborhood loans, allowing people to assess their “ghost energy.” A “how to use”
sheet may need to be created to accompany the device.
c) Associations can also designate people to conduct “ghost energy” reviews, allowing
neighbors to schedule an appointment with the reviewers.
4) Additional actions could include setting up a challenge with another neighborhood,
encouraging the use of CFL light bulbs by hosting a light bulb exchange or educating your
neighbors on conservation activities that save money and lower the neighborhood carbon
footprint.

Resources for Neighborhoods:
• Energy Trust: 1-866-368-7878 or
www.energytrust.org/residential/existinghomes/evaluate.html
• Kill A Watt Monitor:
www.p3international.com/products/special/P4400/P4400-CE.html
• The Center for Earth Leadership Home Eco-Party Program:
www.earthleaders.org/classesworkshops/eco-party
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NEIGHBORHOOD WEATHERIZATION TEAMS
Weatherization Teams are made up of a group of neighbors who work together to weatherize
each other’s homes. This may include sealing air leaks or installing reusable vinyl storm
windows. This action teaches weatherization skills and fosters community building.

Climate Connection:
Weatherization teams reduce energy consumption and optimize energy efficiency.

Where to Begin:
1) Assemble a core group of three of more neighbors who are interested in this kind of project
and willing to spend time organizing the first few weatherization parties. It is helpful if
they have weatherization experience, but by no means necessary. If you have an active
neighborhood association, you might want to bring this up at a meeting and see who is
interested, if not refer to the Getting Organized section on Page 4.
2) Identify homes that need weatherizing. Check in with your senior neighbors or others who
may need extra help around the home.
3) Lay out ground rules for weatherization projects, such as:
a) The home-owner/renter is expected to get the materials necessary to do the work and
enough food to feed the workers.
b) The home-owner/renter is expected to help work at subsequent weatherization parties.
4) Pick a date for the weatherization party. Schedule the event to take place between four and
five hours. For the event you will need:
a) A team leader or two who can help train the others in weatherization techniques;
b) Supplies, including weatherization materials and tools. Develop a list to send out
to the homeowner in advance so they can purchase the materials. Make the list as
clear as possible in terms of type of materials, where to buy it, how much to buy and
exactly what color, size, etc. Once the initial set of tools is purchased they should be
made available to future projects (see “Resource Sharing” on page 38).
5) About a week before the event, confirm with the homeowner that they have the necessary
supplies. They may need help finding or purchasing the materials.
6) Get the word out about the upcoming weatherization party. Ask people to RSVP. Aim to have
4 to 5 attendees per task and team.

Resources for Neighborhoods
• “How to Start a Weatherization Team” Manual: www.lexgwac.org/pdf/HEETmanual.pdf
• The Community Energy Project’s Weatherization Workshops:
www.communityenergyproject.org
• ROSE’s Community Development Weatherization Workshop: www.rosecdc.org
• Energy Trust Home Energy Solutions: www.energytrust.org
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NEIGHBORHOOD BULK Energy PURCHASING
This is a perfect time to consider going solar as the Federal
government is offering substantial rebates for installing
renewable energy systems. Save money and reduce your carbon
emissions by participating in a community purchasing program.
These programs give homeowners volume discounts when their
neighborhoods decide to go solar.

Climate Connection:
Reduces your reliance on non-renewable energy sources.

Where to Begin:
1) Contact Southeast Uplift to find out if there are other people
interested or already working on bulk purchasing in your neighborhood.
2) Gather interest and support in your neighborhood through posting fliers, holding meetings, and
presenting to the neighborhood association.
3) Work with your neighborhood association to promote and expand the program.

Case Study
Solarize Portland: Community Solar Purchasing Program
SE Uplift is working with the Mt. Tabor Neighborhood Association and the Energy Trust of Oregon
to create a bulk-purchasing program for residential solar energy. This program will inform and
guide households who want to explore installing a solar energy system. Grouping households
together allows SE Uplift and Energy Trust to negotiate a discount on installation. In addition,
grouping consumers together may make the process easier by providing a support network
of contacts and resources and connects consumers with other community members who are
installing solar energy systems in their homes.
SE Uplift, with the help of Solar Oregon, plans to organize community workshops covering the
basics of solar energy and the process for choosing and installing a solar energy system. The Mt.
Tabor Neighborhood Association will conduct community outreach, encouraging people to sign
up for the program. Signing up for the program will not be a commitment to buy and install solar
panels but will help to facilitate the initial process of information-gathering and decision-making.
SE Uplift is currently working with one neighborhood to pilot the process but the projects do not
necessarily have to be in the Mt. Tabor neighborhood. SE Uplift hopes to expand this project
once they have completed the initial pilot process.

Resources for neighborhoods:
• Energy Trust: 1-866-368-7878 or www.energytrust.org
• Solar City: www.solarcity.com
• Solarize Portland: www.solarizeportland.org
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NEIGHBORHOOD DISTRICT ENERGY PROJECT
Neighborhood district energy projects are local electricity generation facilities that in some
cases produce heat that can be distributed as an efficient heating system for the neighborhood.
Neighborhood energy projects can increase energy security, bring more money into the local
economy, and lower the carbon footprint of the neighborhood by creating a more localized
system.

Climate Connection:

• Reducing inefficiencies in energy transmission;
• Creating a central heating system for the
neighborhood, rather than individual systems in each
home, which can cut fuel use in half; and
• Using a diversity of fuel sources, including solar, wind,
geothermal, and biomass.

Where to Begin:
Begin the conversation with your neighbors, and/or neighborhood
association, to see how many people are interested and where they
live in relation to each other. This may include:

Did you know?
District energy connects
the neighborhood, or
neighborhoods, to a
common energy and
in some cases thermal
grid, where a central
plant heats water and
then distributes this
heat throughout the
neighborhood.

1)

Educating people on district energy;
a) Envisioning how this would benefit the neighborhood;
b) Keeping a list of interested parties;
c) Begin discussing the scale of the project (1 block, 20 blocks, more);
d) Asking people to keep their utility bills in preparation for the feasibility study.

2)

If you have a large group of people that are interested in this project, select a smaller group
of people to lead the effort.
Contact an organization that can help study the feasibility of district energy in your neighborhood,
such as Neighborhood Natural Energy.
Hold broader outreach events to the neighborhood, specifically the area that would be involved in
the district energy project.
Obtain a nonprofit status for your group, or partner with an organization that can help with finding
and developing funding sources. Funding sources may include city, state and federal grants and
loans. Other creative funding mechanisms may include creating a “local improvement district” to
levy taxes that can leverage other matching funding sources.
Continue to educate and promote the project to the neighborhood. You may want to develop
an information sheet, write articles for the neighborhood website and/or newsletter and hold
neighborhood meetings.

3)
4)
5)

6)

Resources for Neighborhoods:
• Neighborhood Natural Energy (N2e): www.n2e.org
• Sunnyside Neighborhood Energy Project:
sunnysideneighborhoodenergy.wikispaces.com/Welcome
• Vision into Action Grants: www.visionpdx.com/action/grants.php
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NEIGHBORHOOD BIKE AND TRANSIT BUDDIES
Bike Buddy Programs match experienced cyclists (Mentors) with people who would like to
bike more, but could use some guidance (New Riders). Transit Buddy Programs operate in the
same manner, except they match experienced public transit riders with interested, but less
experienced riders.

Climate Connection:
Matching programs decrease car usage by increasing bike riding
and public transportation ridership.

Where to Begin:
1) Talk with your neighbors to recruit Bike or Transit Mentors who
are willing to work with new riders or help organize the
program. If you have an active neighborhood association, you
might want to bring this up at a meeting and see who is interested, if not refer to the Getting
Organized section of this handbook (page 4).
2) Advertise your Neighborhood Bike or Transit Buddy Program at churches, schools, local
businesses, neighborhood newspapers, neighborhood association meetings, etc. to attract
new riders. If you work through your neighborhood association, you could advertise this
program on the neighborhood association website or on the Southeast Uplift website and ask
interested people to sign-up online or by email.
3) Once you have interested New Riders, match them up with a Bike or Transit Mentor to plan
the best and safest trip to work, school, shopping, etc. This could happen one-on-one or at
a social gathering with multiple New Riders and Mentors. Pairing people by trip locations and
routes, such as home (Belmont area) to work (downtown), can help create long-lasting buddy
relationships.
4) Have Mentors take New Riders on a test ride of the route; showing them ways to make riding
more enjoyable, easy, and safe.

Resources for Neighborhoods:
•
•
•
•

Bicycle Transportation Alliance: www.bta4bikes.org
SE Uplift: www.southeastuplift.org
Lane County Bus Buddy Program: www.ltd.org
ByCycle.Org is an online bicycle trip planning tool for the Portland Area:
www.bycycle.org
• Carbon Sponsoring is a new community-based idea in carbon trading where neighbors
voluntarily pledge to directly offset emissions from their own and each other’s
personal travel. A web-based tool provides calculation and instructions on how to get
this started in your own neighborhood: www.carbonsponsor.org
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NEIGHBORHOOD BIKE TOUR
Organizing a neighborhood bike tour can bring neighbors together to learn about their
neighborhood while promoting bicycle use and safety, and increasing public awareness. Bike
Tours can also introduce people to bicycling in a fun and easy way, making it more likely that they
will bicycle again.

Climate Connection:

Neighborhood Bike Tours can reduce greenhouse gas emissions by promoting bicycle riding as an
alternative, climate-friendly mode of transportation.

Where to Begin:

1) Gather a group of neighbors who are interested in this kind of event and would be willing to help
you organize it. If you have an active neighborhood association, you may want to bring this up at a
meeting and see who is interested, if not refer to “Getting Organized” on page 4.
2) Plan your route: Utilize bike lanes, boulevards, and quieter streets. Also, check to see if
Transportation Options already has a tour map for your neighborhood.
3) Develop a theme or cause, for example:
a) Have a “welcome to the neighborhood” bike ride where new residents are shown around
by volunteers;
b) Garden tour; or
c) Safe Routes to School; help neighborhood children find the best route to their school.
4) Identify a ride leader who will be in charge on the day of the event.
5) Advertise and promote your event.
6) During the event:
a) Make helmets mandatory;
b) Discuss bike-safety and traffic rules before starting; and
c) Stay in a group.

Resources for Neighborhoods:
•
•
•
•

Bicycle Transportation Alliance:www.bta4bikes.org
Safe Routes to School: www.saferoutesinfo.org
Oregon Walk and Bike to School: www.walknbike2school.org
City of Portland, Transportation Options: www.gettingaroundportland.org

www.adklaurentian.org
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ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORTATION CHALLENGE
Alternative transportation challenges that use friendly competition to get neighbors biking, walking,
and using public transit more often are good for the environment and our health.

Climate Connection:
Alternative transportation challenges can help reduce greenhouse gas emissions in a few ways:
• Encouraging people to use alternative transportation means less driving; and
• Friendly challenges can help get more people excited about using alternative
transportation, which means a larger impact.

Where to Begin:
1) Get a group of friends or neighbors together who are interested in biking, walking, or taking
transit. It might help to have a focus on walking or biking to motivate the group. If you have an
active neighborhood association, you might want to bring this up at a meeting and see who is
interested, if not refer to “Getting Organized” on page 4. Pick a month to hold the challenge.
2) If you want to organize a challenge within your neighborhood, you can publicize the competition
through fliers or neighborhood association announcements. You could even work with Southeast
Uplift to help you organize a district-wide challenge between neighborhoods.
3) Publicize the entry date and potential prizes. Prizes could include neighborhood trades (like doing
yard-work at someone’s house) or goods and services from local businesses.
4) To keep track of how people are doing, you could set up your own website or use the website of
Portland’s most popular alternative transportation challenge, the Bicycle Commute Challenge,
sponsored by the Bicycle Transportation Alliance to track trips taken.
5) Enjoy getting in shape and helping the environment!

Resources for Neighborhoods:
•
•
•
•

Tri-Met: trimet.org, transit-tracker: 503-238-RIDE (7433),
Bicycle Transportation Alliance: www.bikecommutechallenge.com/resources
Lloyd Transportation Management Association: www.lloydtma.com
ByCycle.Org is an online bicycle trip planning tool for the Portland Area:
www.bycycle.org
• Smart Trips is the Portland Bureau of Transportation’s Transportation Options Program:
www.portlandonline.com/transportation/index.cfm?c=43801
• Drive Less Save More is Metro’s Regional Travel Options Program:
www.drivelesssavemore.com
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TRAFFIC CALMING PROJECTS
Traffic calming measures along streets or at intersections can help slow down traffic, make
streets a safer place for all users (bikes and pedestrians too!), and create a more enjoyable street
environment.

Climate Connection:
Traffic calming measures reduce greenhouse gas
emissions in a few ways:
• Deterring auto traffic in an area;
• Safer streets with less auto traffic help
to encourage walking and biking
instead of driving.

Where to Begin:
1) If you are concerned about a problem street
or intersection, flier around the neighborhood
to invite your neighbors to a meeting to talk
Safe Routes to School walking group
about the problem. If you have an active
www.wickedlocalparents.com
neighborhood association, you might want
to bring this up at a meeting and see who is interested, if not refer to “Getting Organized” on
page 4.
2) The group can decide how to take action to address a problem street or intersection.
Neighborhoods in Portland have used speed bumps, curb extensions, and intersection repairs
to slow traffic.
3) Designate one or two people to contact Portland Bureau of Transportation and make the
request. The Bureau of Transportation will come to meet with you and your neighbors to talk
about the problem and the proposed solution. Southeast Uplift can also help make this
connection.
4) Depending on how big the problem area is (whether it is a section of a street or one
intersection) you will need to get signatures of 75-80 percent of the people that live near the
problem area. You can go door to door and talk with all your neighbors and get their
permission for this project.
5) Depending on the project, Portland Bureau of Transportation may pay for some of the costs,
with you and your neighbors raising the rest of the money. You could hold a fundraising event
or check with local businesses for donations. See the Speed Bumps on 41st Avenue Spotlight
(page 20) for more information.

Resources for Neighborhoods:
• Transportation Safety and Neighborhood Livability Hot Line: (823-SAFE),
safe@pdxtrans.org
• City Repair Project: www.cityrepair.org, 503-235-8946, thecircle@cityrepair.org
• Portland Bureau of Transportation:
www.portlandonline.com/transportation/index.cfm?c=40515
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NEIGHBORHOOD CLEAN UP AND RECYCLING EVENT
Neighborhood clean-ups provide the neighborhood an opportunity to dispose of items that are
not collected curbside. Cleanup events help keep neighborhoods clean. and can minimize waste
by matching hard-to-recycle items with willing recyclers.

Climate Connection:
Neighborhoods clean-up events can:
• Reduce the amount of waste hauled by trucks or freight
to landfills.
• Save energy by recycling hard to extract materials

Where to Begin:
Gather a group of neighbors who are interested in this kind of
event and would be willing to help you organize it. If you have an
active neighborhood association, you might want to bring this up
at a meeting and see who is interested, if not refer to the Getting
Organized section of this handbook (page 4).
1) Clean ups can occur in individual neighborhoods or as a smaller
event such as a street clean up that concentrates on several
blocks.
2) Identify what kind of cleanup the group wants to do. Examples
include:
a) Bulky waste removal;
b) Recycling & donation; or
c) Yard debris.

Did you know?
At last year’s cleanups
in Southeast Portland,
150 tons of waste were
recycled, much of which
could not have been
recycled curbside.
2,000 households were
served. 65 seniors or
persons with disabilities
had waste picked up
from their homes. 400
volunteers spent over
2,000 hours working
on cleanup events that
improved the quality of
their communities.

3) Choose a time and date for the event that will not conflict with other events in the area. It is
probably not the best idea to plan your event on a holiday weekend.
4) Bulky waste clean ups require large parking lots that can hold multiple dumpsters and
accommodate traffic. Parking lots for businesses, schools, parks, churches and other places that
are mostly empty on Saturdays are a good choice. Consider these things:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Maneuverability;
Two separate entries (an entrance and an exit);
Paved surfaces for dumpsters; and
Visibility (You want to be seen as people drive by.)
Permits may be required to use a lot, so contact the responsible party as soon as possible
to make sure you have filled out the necessary paperwork.

5) Contact your neighborhood coalition about possible grants and other funding sources and ideas.

Resources for Neighborhoods:
• Metro Sustainable Living Tips
www.oregonmetro.gov/index.cfm/go/by.web/id=24199
• Neighbors West Northwest Neighborhood Clean-Up Guide: www.nwnw.org
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NEIGHBORHOOD RESOURCE SHARING PROGRAM
Neighborhood Tool & Resource Sharing Programs provide lending libraries of various tools and
resources for neighbors to borrow. These programs connect neighbors with the tools they need
without the cost of buying them.

Climate Connection:
Reduces consumption; this cuts down on multiple emissions processes such as production and
transportation.

Where to Begin:
Starting up a resource or tool share program is relatively easy, but keeping the program running
successfully requires thorough planning. Funding, maintenance, liability, and return enforcement are
all issues that may arise.
1) Hold a meeting with your neighbors to find out people’s needs and available resources. You
might want to flier around the neighborhood to get people to the meeting or bring it up at your
neighborhood association (see the Getting Organized section on page 4 for other helpful tips).
2) Decide what sort of resource sharing program you want to have. There are two successful tool
libraries in Portland to look at as models (see Resources below).
3) Determine the scope of the program; it’s often best to start with simpler hand tools, but you could
include power tools or larger equipment if they are available.
4) Determine storage—will tools be stored in homes or in a common space?
5) Determine how costs will be covered for tool purchases, and if necessary, ongoing maintenance.
6) Develop a clear set of lending, repair and tool-return rules.
7) Develop a list of “experts” who can share skills.
8) Organize a system to track the checkout and return of tools.
9) Assign responsibility for maintenance and repair.

Resources for Neighborhoods:
• North Portland Tool Library: www.northportlandtoollibrary.org
• Portland Urban Farm Project Tool Librarian Workshop:
portlandurbanfarmproject.wordpress.com/tool-librarian-workshop
• Northeast Portland Tool library: Located at 5431 NE 20th (and Killingsworth) at
Redeemer Lutheran Church, www.neptl.org
• Phinney Neighborhood Association’s Well Home Program & Tool Bank:
www.phinneycenter.org/programs/Well_Home.html
• See the Northeast Portland Tool Library Spotlight (page 22) for additional resources.
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NEIGHBORHOOD GREEN BUSINESSES AGREEMENT
Encouraging local businesses to reduce waste and use less energy and water helps the
environment and builds a relationship between communities and businesses.

Climate Connection:
Green businesses can help reduce greenhouse gas emissions in a few ways:
• Businesses usually serve a large clientele so they can have a big impact by taking action
to reduce waste;
• Simple actions businesses can take like composting food waste and using less
packaging reduces the waste that must be taken to a landfill; and
• Committing to energy saving measures or participating in a renewable energypurchasing program helps decrease commercial carbon emissions.

Where to Begin:
1) Gather a group of neighbors interested in working on this project. If you have an active
neighborhood association, you might want to bring this up at a meeting and see who is interested,
if not refer to “Getting Organized” on page 4.
2) You can do this activity with a few people or a big group. If you are working in a group, meet
beforehand to decide how and who will approach each business.
3) Neighbors can ask local businesses to be green by creating a “green neighbor agreement.” The
green neighbor agreement can include suggestions for businesses to be more sustainable, such as
composting food scraps, using less packaging, picking up litter around the site, using less energy, or
participating in a renewable energy purchasing program.
4) Another way to work with local businesses to reduce carbon emissions is to meet with the local
business association, if available. You could invite businesses to join your neighborhood meetings
or have a social event together. At this meeting, you could talk to the business owners about
practical ways for them to reduce their carbon footprint. You can ask Southeast Uplift to help you
arrange a meeting or event with business associations in Southeast Portland, or to help you craft a
green neighbor agreement.
5) Develop an acknowledgement program that promotes the business’ participation and educates
your neighbors of these efforts. You may want to develop a little sign for neighborhood businesses
to put in their windows, so neighbors know which businesses are participating and what they are
doing.

Resources for Neighborhoods:
• Alliance of Portland Neighborhood Business Associations: www.apnba.com
• Best Business Center: www.bestbusinesscenter.org
• Carrotmob is a network of consumers that uses a reverse boy-cot model to encourage
sustainable business. They promise to buy products from businesses that make socially
responsible decisions. carrotmob.org
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DowNSPOUT DISCONNECTION & RAIN BARREL INSTALLATION
Turn downspout disconnection into a neighborhood project by setting a goal of getting everyone
on your block disconnected. Then choose one neighbor or a group to host a rain barrel education
and demonstration site.

Climate Connection:
As climate change progresses, Portland is projected to have wetter autumns and winters and drier
summers.
• Disconnecting your downspout redirects rainwater into your lawn or garden, reducing
the amount of runoff going into sewers and rivers. This helps prevent the storm drain
system from becoming overloaded.
• Rain barrels can recycle and store water for future use reducing the energy needed to
pump water during the summer drought months.

Where to Begin:
1) Gather a group of neighbors interested in this kind of project who might be willing to help organize
it. If you have an active neighborhood association, you might want to bring this up at a meeting
and see who is interested, if not refer to the Getting Organized section of this handbook (page 4).
2) For disconnecting downspouts:
a) Set a neighborhood goal with the number of homes targeted for downspout
disconnection. Some households may have disconnected their downspouts already; it
might make sense to do an assessment first.
b) Use the guide found in the resources section from the City of Portland to safely disconnect
downspouts. Included in the guide is information on how to save money on your water bill
through the Clean River Rewards program.
3) For rain barrels:
a) Identify a household or group of households that will serve as demonstration sites for your
neighborhood.
b) If you are just using the harvested water for irrigation, you do not need a permit. If you
are going to use the water for inside uses, such as flushing toilets, you will need a permit
from the City of Portland.

Resources for Neighborhoods:
• Downspout Disconnect Program: www.portlandonline.com/BES/index.cfm?c=43081
• Rainwater harvesting permits:
www.portlandonline.com/shared/cfm/image.cfm?id=68627
• How to disconnect your downspouts:
www.portlandonline.com/bes/index.cfm?c=43081&a=177702
• How to build a rain barrel:
www.portlandonline.com/shared/cfm/image.cfm?id=182095
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NEIGHBORHOOD RAIN GARDEN PROGRAM
Community rain gardens allow neighbors to share a space where they can manage stormwater
naturally. Rain gardens add beauty to the neighborhood. They can also provide an economic benefit if
they are on private property by qualifying residents for a discount on their stormwater bill.

Climate Connection:
• Rain gardens add vegetation to the neighborhood, which can absorb carbon dioxide.
• Rain gardens help prevent flooding and basement back-ups of storm and sewer water,
minimizing the need to use electronic devices to remove this water.

Where to Begin:
1) Gather a group of neighbors interested in this kind of project who might be willing to help organize
it. If you have an active neighborhood association, you might want to bring this up at a meeting
and see who is interested, if not refer to “Getting Organized” on page 4.
2) Decide the type of rain garden program you would like to create:
a) Teams that help build on individual property;
b) Building a community rain garden in a public space (churches, schools, other community
spaces).
3) For teams, designate a program leader that coordinates the volunteers, accepts individual
requests, schedules dates and verifies feasibility.
4) The property owner and the team members should decide on good locations for the
placement of the rain garden: flat, well draining soil, 2-6 feet away from buildings and
sidewalks, free of underground utilities.
5) Before planning a rain garden visible or open to the public, contact the owner of the
land (check PortlandMaps.com), so that your group is able to gain permission. For sites not
on residential property, the property owner should know that permits and a signed
operations and maintenance agreement will be required. The property owner will be
responsible for long-term maintenance of the rain garden.
6) Now you’re ready to start planning the rain garden. Taking a class to learn more about design
and construction is beneficial. Important details to consider include:
a) Permitting: In most cases, you will not need a permit to build a rain garden on private
property. Contact BDS Site Development for information on permits: 503-823-5471
b) Utilities: Call 1-800-332-2344 to locate utilities, the service is free.
c) Funding: Grants may be available, check the resources below.

Resources for Neighborhoods:

• BES Clean River Rewards Program (technical assistance, classes, discounts): 503-8231371 or www.portlandonline.com/bes/index.cfm?c=41976
• How to – Rain Gardens (BES publication):
www.portlandonline.com/shared/cfm/image.cfm?id=172335
• Community Watershed Stewardship Program Grants: 503-823-7917 or
www.portlandonline.com/bes/index.cfm?c=43077
• East Multnomah Soil and Water Conservation District (classes, information)
www.emswcd.org/
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NEIGHBORHOOD TREE PLANTING
One community group in particular, Friends of Trees, works in partnership with the City of Portland to
plant trees throughout the Portland metro area. It is recommended that you work with them in order
for the process to go easily and smoothly. They provide trees at a reduced cost and help facilitate
planting events. This is a great activity for neighborhood groups to partake. You will be helping the
environment as well as forming stronger relationships with your neighbors.

Climate Connection:
• Trees provide an invaluable resource since they are able to naturally sequester carbon.
• Shade provided by trees will reduce the need for cooling and thereby decrease energy
use in the summer.

Where to Begin:
1) Gather a group of neighbors interested in this kind of project who might be willing to help organize
it. If you have an active neighborhood association, you might want to bring this up at a meeting
and see who is interested, if not refer to the Getting Organized section of this handbook (page 4).
2) One or two people should be responsible for coordinating with Friends of Trees.
3) Contact Friends of Trees to find out when they will be planting in your neighborhood (sometime
between November and April). They will help you organize the logistics for your group; you can
expect them to do the following:
a) Assign a coordinator for your group.
b) Apply for and obtain a city permit for street-tree planting.
c) Determine what types of trees are best suited for the planting spaces (homeowners get to
pick which species of tree to plant).
4) Identify homeowners who are interested in having street trees planted at their homes.
Homeowners pay a small fee for the tree.
5) Advertise the event and recruit volunteers to help plant.
6) On the day of the event, Friends of Trees will supply crew leaders who help facilitate the planting
(for a creative carbon-negative event see the Neighborhood Tree Planting spotlight on page 24). To
organize a tree planting independent of Friends of Trees, be sure to obtain a free permit from the
City of Portland (see resources below).

Resources for Neighborhoods:
• Friends of Trees: www.friendsoftrees.org/
• Portland Urban Forestry information:
www.portlandonline.com/parks/index.cfm?c=38294
• Planting rules and guidelines:
www.portlandonline.com/parks/index.cfm?c=39712&a=164329
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GREEN SPACE/ NATURAL AREA RESTORATION
Many of Portland’s parks and natural areas are threatened by invasive species. A safe and effective
way to rid these areas of encroaching weeds is to pull them out by hand. This is a great activity for
neighborhood groups. You will help the environment while forming stronger relationships with your
neighbors.

Climate Connection:
• Natural areas provide tree canopy and shade, thereby reducing the urban heat island
effect and providing more carbon sequestration.
• Natural areas also can provide enjoyable places for recreation and provide habitat for
animals and birds.

Where to Begin:
1) Gather a group of neighbors interested in this kind of project who might be willing to help organize
it. If you have an active neighborhood association, you might want to bring this up at a meeting
and see who is interested, if not refer to the Getting Organized section of this handbook (page 4).
2) One or two people should be responsible for organizing the event.
3) Pick a location; you may want to identify an area close to your neighborhood that neighbors use
and enjoy.
4) Identify the site’s owner. Check Portlandmaps.com for this information if you are not sure.
5) If the land is public, you will need to contact the City of Portland to see if you can volunteer there.
6) If the site is private, you will need to contact the owner. Explain what you want to do and work
with them to identify an area and time that is good for them. SOLV works with private landowners
and is a good resource to help with this.
7) Another option is to volunteer through an organization (see resources below). Organizations can
provide tools and guidance on what work needs to be done.
8) Choose a date for the event.
9) Advertise through your neighborhood association, e-newsletters, fliers and word-of-mouth.

Resources for Neighborhoods:
• Portland Parks and Recreation Volunteer Work Parties:
www.portlandonline.com/parks/index.cfm?c=38304
• Volunteer Opportunities with SOLV:
www.solv.org/programs/teamup_watershed_health.asp
• Metro Parks Restoration: www.oregonmetro.gov/index.cfm/go/by.web/id=24222
• Friends of Trees Volunteer Opportunities:
www.friendsoftrees.org/programs/natural-area-restoration.php
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NEIGHBORHOOD GARDEN SHARING PROGRAM
Some people have more garden space than they can manage, some do not have an interest in
gardening. Other people may want to garden but do not have the space to do so. Matching up these
two groups would increase vegetable production and improve neighborhood connections.

Climate Connections:
Increased neighborhood food production means less dependence on food that is trucked into the city.
This cuts down on emissions not only from freight hauling but also from processing and packaging.
Gardening adds organic matter into the ground which sequesters carbon.

Where to Begin:
1) Gather a group of neighbors interested in this kind of
project who might be willing to help organize it. If you
have an active neighborhood association, you might
want to bring this up at a meeting and see who is
interested, if not refer to the Getting Organized section
of this handbook (page 4).
2) One or two people should be responsible as a person
in charge of the program.
3) Your group can begin to compile information on
who wants garden space and who has garden space.
This can be done through a neighborhood website,
newsletter, personal outreach, fliers or mailings. There
is also a Portland based website called Portland Yard
Sharing that is a useful tool for matching people up (see resources below).
4) Identify an appropriate way for the group to keep track of this information. It may be nice to have
it online so more than one person has access to it.
5) Develop an example agreement that can be used between the owners and the users. This can
include information about hours/days that the garden will be used, how water will be paid for,
whether certain pesticides or chemicals will be used (the more organic the gardening practices, the
more carbon emission reduction potential for the site). Other considerations include tool sharing,
soil needs, harvest sharing, and garden security.
6) Match up garden-owners and garden-users and get started gardening!

Resources for Neighborhoods:
• Portland Yard Sharing: www.yardsharing.org
• Growing Gardens: www.growing-gardens.org
• Portland Preserve:www.portlandpreserve.com
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NEIGHBORHOOD BULK FOOD BUYING CLUBS
Many Portland neighborhoods have grocery stores in close walking distance that provide healthy food.
Unfortunately, this is not the case for all neighborhoods. Bulk food purchasing provides healthy options
at a price cheaper than many grocery stores. In addition, it builds community as people work together
to select and distribute food.

Climate Connections:
Reducing trips to the grocery store lessens the use of fossil fuels and emissions from personal
vehicles.

Where to Begin:
1) Gather a group of neighbors interested in this kind of project who might be willing to help organize
it. If you have an active neighborhood association, you might want to bring this up at a meeting
and see who is interested, if not refer to the Getting Organized section of this handbook (page 4).
2) One or two people should be responsible for coordinating the bulk buying for the group.
3) Identify a distributor. You will need to compile a list and gather information on what types of food
they offer, when and where they deliver, what the minimum order is, and how to apply as a club.
Suggestions are found below in the Resources.
4) Recruit neighbors who are interested in participating. Provide them with distributor and pricing
information and identify people for potential volunteer roles.
5) Once the buying club membership is established, coordinate different roles. These include
book-keepers and order trackers, delivery location managers, food sorters for delivery day and a
treasurer.
6) Hold an initial meeting that includes ground rules for the group. These may include volunteer job
expectations, payment upfront, ordering schedule, etc.
7) Start buying, and continue to recruit neighbors.

Resources for Neighborhoods:
•
•
•
•

Food buying club resources- includes free software for organizing: www.foodclub.org
Azure Standard Distributors: www.azurestandard.com
Glory Bee Distributors: www.glorybee.com/glorybee/Index.html
How to start a club: www.grassrootsgrantmakers.org/FileDownload.cfm?file=Create_a_
Nhood_Food-Buying_Club.pdf
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NEIGHBORHOOD GARDENS
Community gardens serve many purposes. They provide common space for neighbors to garden and
serve as a public community space. Portland Parks and Recreation Community Garden’s program
cannot meet the demand for garden space in the City and the energy of community-members is
needed to increase the number of gardens in all neighborhoods.

Climate Connections:
• Increased neighborhood food production means less dependence on food being
trucked into the City. This will cut down on emissions not only from freight hauling but
also from processing and packaging.
• Gardening adds organic matter into the ground that sequesters carbon.

Where to Begin:
This is a complicated process but there are many resources and guides available. The information
below is just a framework for what you will need to consider. It is highly advisable to meet with
a representative from the City of Portland who can walk you through the permitting process. See
resources below for more information.
1) Gather a group of neighbors interested in this kind of project who might be willing to help you
organize it. If you have an active neighborhood association, you might want to bring this up at a
meeting and see who is interested, if not refer to “Getting Organized “ on page 4.
3) Identify a few potential sites. Successful examples include church or school lawns. Try to identify
a piece of land you can use for at least five years in order to establish and improve the garden and
soil. Make sure there is a water source.
4) Create a garden site plan. There are many resources that guide you through the space, sun and
wind protection requirements.
5) Estimate garden costs and seek out funding. This could be from community grants or fundraising
endeavors. Once you have the tools and supplies you need, use community volunteers and
interested gardeners to help construct the garden.
6) Recruit gardeners! Depending on the number of plots you have, you may only have to advertise
through word-of-mouth.
7) Set a breaking ground date and organize a community work party!

Resources for Neighborhoods:

• Diggable City Urban Agriculture Report:
www.portlandonline.com/OSD/index.cfm?c=42793
• How to start a community garden guide:
www.communitygarden.org/learn/starting-a-community-garden.php
• East Multnomah Soil and Water Conservation District Grants:
www.emswcd.org/grants-cost-share
• City of Portland Community Watershed Stewardship Grants:
www.portlandonline.com/bes/index.cfm?c=43077
• Metro Nature in Neighborhood grants:
www.oregonmetro.gov/index.cfm/go/by.web/id=18203
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NEIGHBORHOOD COMPOSTING SITES
Community composting sites serve a dual purpose. They give neighbors a place to bring their kitchen
scraps, which reduces the amount of waste sent to the landfill, as well as providing a wonderful soil
amendment for gardening.

Climate Connection:
• Reduces the amount of waste hauled by trucks or freight to landfills.
• Composting produces less methane than when organic matter decomposes in the
landfill.
• Using compost in your garden reduces the processing of energy intense synthetic
fertilizers and closes the carbon cycle by returning kitchen scraps into the soil.

Where to Begin:
1) Pick what type of composting site works for your
neighborhood. Do you want it to be passive (aerating
it once-a-week for slow-turnover) or active (using a
contraption like a tumbler for a faster final product)?
2) Find a location for the compost site. Depending on your
method, you may need room for three bins, or two bins
and a compost tumbler.
3) If the site is on public land, such as a street right-of-way
or planting strip, check with the City to see if you need a
permit.
4) Designate a person-in-charge. They will organize people
responsible for taking care of the compost (i.e. adding the
“ingredients” or aerating and turning the piles).
5) Educate and promote the project in your neighborhood. You may want to develop an information/
how-to sheet to give out to interested parties.

Resources for Neighborhoods:
• Bureau of Transportation Street Systems Management Division: 503-823-7002 Ext. 3
• Fulton Community Garden Compost Demonstration Site: SW 3rd Ave & Miles St
• Metro Regional Government Composting Information: www.oregonmetro.gov/compost
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A1: Neighborhood “How to” Guides
1. How Do I Talk to My Neighbors about Climate Change?
Talking about climate change and sustainability can sometimes be a conversation stopper, rather
than a conversation starter. Below are some tips on how to start the conversation and keep it
going.
It is helpful to feel comfortable talking about climate change because it is likely that once your
group meets a few times and begins brainstorming neighborhood goals and projects, there will
be more than enough for each group member to do. Additionally, if your group is hoping to share
your events with others, people may begin to ask, “Why are you hosting these events?” or “What
is your group all about?” Learning to talk about climate change can help you and your neighbors
recruit volunteers, promote your events and share your group’s mission with others.

Starting the Conversation:
1) Starting the conversation can be the most difficult part, but focusing on who you are
talking to and how you begin the conversation can make it much easier.
2) Start with people you know.
a)Whether you are trying to broaden your group or simply refine your climate
change conversation skills, starting with people you know is a great way to 			
begin.
b) This approach has multiple benefits:
		
		

i) It allows you to explore new interests and potential conversation topics
with friends and neighbors

		
		
		

ii) It provides you with a more comfortable atmosphere, because your
friends and neighbors can connect what you are saying with everything
else they know about you.

3) You don’t need to start talking about climate change right away, give it some time.
a) Let your conversation naturally lead to climate change by first talking about
another topic you have in common with the person.
		
		

i) For example, if you both commute by bicycle, start there and then refer
to an interesting article you recently read about the average carbon
footprint of an automobile commute.

b) If this is the first time you are talking to a neighbor, it may be more important
to focus on getting to know that person, than to focus on getting them on
board with your cause. This may be a good opportunity to invite them to a 		
sustainable potluck or block party, providing you with a future venue to further 		
the conversation about climate change.
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Continuing the Conversation:
Once you’re engaged in the conversation, make the most of the opportunity. Below are 3 tips to
keep the conversation interesting and relevant to the person your talking with:
1) Frame the conversation:
a) Connect it to something that is of interest to the person. For example, many people we
spoke with indicated climate action planning was a great opportunity to build 		
community in their neighborhoods and save money each month.
2) Make climate change manageable:
a) Climate change is a huge topic and is often talked about through policy or 		
governmental goals (i.e. reduction of vehicle miles travelled), which is often difficult to
connection to oneself, let alone one’s neighborhood.
b) Provide an example of how the neighborhood would like to address climate change
(i.e. by starting a bike buddy program).
3) Try to focus on the solutions:
a) By giving solutions a higher priority, you’re showing the person you’re speaking with
that you’re interested in moving forward, not dwelling on what could happen.
b) This also reassures the person that if they come to a meeting, it won’t be focusing on
the problem, as much as it will be focusing on solution.

Resources for Neighborhoods:
• How to communicate about climate change: Oregon Climate Masters:
www.uoregon.edu/~climlead/publicationspress/CPW_Climate_Change_
Communications_Final_Report_6_3_2005.pdf
• ICLEI Guide to Community Engagement:
www.icleiusa.org/action-center/engaging-your-community/
• Climate Crossroads: A Research-Based Framing Guide For and From Global Warming
Advocates. This guide provides talking points and a framework for thinking and talking
about climate change. The guide and toolkit are available through the website.
www.iccr.org/news/press_releases/pdf%20files/ClimateCrossroads.pdf
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2. How Do I Start a Sustainability Committee or Green Team in My
Neighborhood?
With a little bit of organization, starting a sustainability committee can be easy. Below are a few steps
to get you started.

Why Create a Sustainability Committee?
Neighborhood Sustainability Committees are a great way to organize the community for action.
Aside from the environmental benefits of this type of committee it also provides a great
community building opportunity. A sustainability committee offers an opportunity to get new
volunteers involved in the neighborhood.

What Does a Sustainability Committee or Green Team Do?
The committee could be a small discussion group that meets to discuss important topics, or a
neighborhood-wide group that takes action to address specific issues as an advocacy group or a
project-oriented group. The important thing is to take advantage of the existing resources and
values of your neighborhood.
There are examples of sustainability committees right here in Southeast Portland that could be
used as models or your group could be unique and do something completely different. Check out
the Southeast Uplift website for descriptions of the groups in Southeast Portland.

Setting up Your Committee or Team:
1) Basic Outreach to Form the Group: Find a core group to get the committee started. Don’t limit
yourself to people already involved with the neighborhood association. Remember, this is about
engaging new participants.
a) Put up posters and brochures at neighborhood businesses, events and on-line networking
sites;
b) Write an article for the newsletter;
c) Talk about the idea at monthly meetings; and
d) Think of friends and neighbors who might be interested and invite them personally.
2) Call a Meeting: When you have a group of committed team members, call your first meeting. Make
this an event people will be excited about, and prepare an agenda prior to the meeting. The main
goal of the meeting will be to:
a) Define goals and objectives for your group; and
b) Brainstorm opportunities in your neighborhood.
c) Here is a sample meeting agenda to work from:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

Greeting – 5 minutes
Introduction of members – 10 minutes
Why are we here? (Needs and benefits) – 10 minutes
Create mission statement (Goals and objectives) – 25 minutes
Future meetings and communication methods – 10 minutes
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3) Create a Timeline for Next Steps: Once you have a vision for what you want your committee to
accomplish, find small steps that your group can take to move toward your goal. It should be
something large enough to make a difference, but small enough to be managed by the members of
your committee.
a) List resources in your neighborhood that could be useful
b) Contact organizations that might be able to help
c) Assign some small tasks to committee members
d) Begin looking at the projects and approaches discussed in this handbook
4) Evaluate Progress and Seek New Opportunities:
a) As you move ahead, you can do broader outreach to recruit more participants, and
research funding resources for neighborhood projects if necessary.

Resources for Neighborhoods:
• Southeast Uplift Sustainability Program:
seuplift.longsight.com/our_programs/sustainability
• Center for Earth Leadership: www.earthleaders.org/
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3. How Do I Work With the City to Address Issues in My Neighborhood?
Neighborhood Associations in Portland have the ability to provide input into what their community
looks like, providing residents with an inside track to elected officials and decision-makers. However, it
can still require some work and be a bit difficult to navigate the system in order to get neighbors voices
heard. Southeast Uplift can help to connect you to the City and advocate on your behalf.
Why Work with the City?
The City can help you accomplish some projects that are bigger than the neighborhood level, or that
require changes in infrastructure, policy or regulations.
How Can Southeast Uplift Help?
Southeast Uplift can put you in touch with the right program or person at the City, help advocate
on policy issues, garner support from other neighborhoods and take an official position on an issue
or action item. Some committees also have a representative from the City at their meetings, so it
provides a direct connection to the City.
Setting Your Neighborhood up to Work with the City:
1) Contact Southeast Uplift at 503-232-0010. They can help by:
a) Directing you to the correct department and staff person at the City,
b) Connecting you with other neighborhoods interested in the same topic, or
c) Potentially, by suggesting a SE Uplift committee that may be of help.
2) Build broader support by:
a) Sharing information with neighborhood residents and leaders. This can be done through
meetings or indirect communication (newsletter, e-mail, posters).
b) Updating the neighborhood through known communication methods (meetings,
newsletter, website, e-mail, phone, etc.).
c) Developing and nurturing coalitions and partnerships with other neighborhoods,
community groups and organizations.
3) Demonstrate community support for your project or issue by:
a) Gathering neighborhood opinions (signatures or written support may help),
b) Requesting neighbors to draft letters and e-mails of support, and
c) Inviting City staff or elected officials to neighborhood meetings when talking about the
topic of interest.
4) Offer to help the City in moving your project forward, some examples may include:
a)
b)
c)
d)

Volunteering time to help conduct research,
Gathering written support from neighbors,
Raising money to fund the project, and
Looking for grants and/or partners to make the project more feasible or a stronger
proposal.
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Resources for Neighborhoods:
• Southeast Uplift Advocacy Toolbox: seuplift.longsight.com/toolbox/toolkits/advocacy
• City of Portland website: www.portlandonline.com/
• Portland Office of Neighborhood Involvement:www.portlandonline.com/oni/
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A2: Neighborhood Tools
1. Gauging Neighborhood Interests, Priorities and Capacity
Questionnaire
Purpose:
• To gather baseline data about your neighborhood’s interest, perceived level of capacity
and priorities.
• To better understand the types of climate actions that may be complementary to the
current goals of your neighborhood.

Sample Questionnaire:
Introduction:
1) What makes our neighborhood really great?
2) What are your priorities for our neighborhood?
Neighborhood Engagement:
1) Would you consider our neighborhood a community? What makes if feel that way?
2) How would you describe the level of community engagement in our neighborhood?
3) What have you noticed or found to work well to get people in our neighborhood involved in
neighborhood activities?
Climate Change:
1) What actions/activities have you already been doing to address sustainability and/or climate
change?
2) In general, how much would you say you know about climate change?
Select one: 1) expert 2) a lot 3) a little 4) what’s climate change?
3) In general, how much do think our neighborhood knows about climate change?
Select one: 1) expert 2) a lot 3) a little 4) what’s climate change?
4) Do you currently take steps to reduce your carbon footprint?
(Select one) Yes No
If so, what are they? _________________________________________________
If not, are you willing to take steps to reduce your carbon footprint?
(Select one) Yes No
5) What could our neighborhood do to help you take initial steps, or additional steps, towards reducing
your carbon footprint?
6) What do you think Southeast Uplift could do to help our neighborhood address climate change?
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2. Neighborhood Climate Action Plan Template
The following provides information to help create a neighborhood climate action plan. It could serve as
a starting point for neighborhood groups or associations to build their own plan.

Introduction and Purpose of the Plan
The purpose of a climate action plan is to document a neighborhood’s goals for taking action on
climate change. This section should:
1) Inform the reader of the process for forming the plan; and
2) Describe the theme of the plan:
• Will it focus on reducing emissions by a certain percentage focusing on different
sectors?
• Does it serve as an outline for education and outreach?
• Or, does your group have another planning process in mind? (See the Neighborhood
Climate Action Planning Process section in the handbook for more information.)
3) Share the group’s vision statement: Vision statements typically include physical and community
goals for a timeline of 10, 15, or 20 years.
• This should describe the neighborhood’s ideal scenario for the future.
• The goals and objectives of the plan will help meet this vision.

Description of the Neighborhood
This section provides a snapshot of neighborhood information. The following is a list of potential
information to include. Writing this section will help the group understand their neighborhood as a
whole better and will also provide information to refer to later when assessing the success of climate
change mitigation projects.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Percentage of renters;
Percentage of homeowners;
Age demographics;
Physical characteristics;
History of the neighborhood;
Description of past and current climate actions, projects, and programs;
Baseline of energy use; and
Greenhouse gas emissions estimates.
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Goals and Actions
Depending on how your neighborhood chooses to focus the theme of the plan these chapters may
differ. If you choose to focus the plan around different sectors that contribute to greenhouse gas
emissions, then the following outline of chapters makes sense, as it aligns with other climate action
planning documents, such as the 2009 Portland Climate Action Plan:
•
•
•
•
•

Buildings and Energy;
Land Use and Mobility;
Consumption and Waste;
Urban Forestry; and
Food & Agriculture.

Each chapter should contain:
• Objective/Goal: Specific information about what you hope to achieve
• Actions: Specific steps a neighborhood can take to achieve the goal
Sample chapter outline:
Chapter 1: Energy Use
Objective: Reduce energy use from both residential homes and commercial buildings in the
neighborhood.
Actions:
• Promote and provide energy audits to neighborhood residents and businesses.
• Hold a green power challenge; promote the use of renewable energy throughout the
neighborhood.
• Start a neighborhood weatherization team to help increase energy efficiency within
homes.
• Study the feasibility of partnering with PGE to provide energy use data on
neighborhood residents and businesses energy bills.

Implementation Plan
The implementation section is where objectives and action items are organized into a timeline. You
should identify which actions will happen in the short term and which should happen in the long term.
This section should also detail potential partners for implementing the actions, such as the City of
Portland, Southeast Uplift or other organizations.
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A3: Southeast Portland Data
Southeast Portland Baseline Carbon Footprint Indicators
To begin to get an idea of recent carbon emission trends within Southeast Uplift neighborhoods,
the project team collected data from several local agencies. Data sets were collected on
electricity and green power consumption, participation in home weatherization workshops,
and the number of pledge cards signed by residents to drive less. Data sets were available by
zip code, and were collected from Portland General Electric, the Community Energy Project,
and Metro’s Regional Travel Options Department. Zip codes represented in the analysis include:
97202, 97206, 97213, 97214, 97215, 97216, and 97232. The results of the data collection effort
reveal a decrease of 12 percent in carbon emissions from electricity consumption between 2000
and 2008 , as shown in the graphs below (Source of graphs in this section: PGE kwh data).

Source: PGE kwh data

Source:to
PGE
data
The decline appears
bekwh
primarily
attributable to increases in energy efficiency and green
power consumption, since both the population and number of PGE accounts increased within
the same time period. This finding was verified with PGE as a likely explanation for the observed
trends. The following charts show trends in electricity consumption by sector between 2000 and
2008:

Source: PGE kwh data

Source: PGE kwh data
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Source: PGE kwh data

Source: PGE kwh data

Table 2: PGE accounts by zipcode
Note that the difference in total electricity consumption by zipcode is due to differences in the total number of accounts
per2:zipPGE
codeAccounts by Zipcode
Table

Total Number of PGE Accounts by Zip code
Zip code
97202
97206
97213
PGE Accounts
20,366
21,820
3,247

97214
14,982

97215
7,571

97216
4,734

97232
4,235

Electricity Consumption and Green Power Trends, 2000 – 2008:
Electricity – 3 percent decrease
Green Power – 9 percent increase
Carbon Emissions – 12 percent decrease
Residential – Electricity consumption declined by 3 percent and carbon emissions declined by 20
percent. The decline in electricity consumption & carbon emissions can be primarily attributed
to energy efficiency efforts and the 20 percent increase in green power consumption.
Commercial – Electricity consumption increased by 2 percent and carbon emissions increased
by 1 percent. Since the number of commercial accounts increased by 7 percent, it is likely the
increase in carbon emissions would have been higher, if not for energy efficiency efforts and a 3
percent increase in green power consumption.
Industrial – Electricity consumption and carbon emissions declined by 24 percent. The decline
is likely due to a combination of the 9 percent decline in industrial accounts and the 3 percent
increase in green power consumption.
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While a complete carbon footprint would include additional data, such as natural gas and
gasoline consumption, these data sets are not always available at the neighborhood level. Even
so, identifying a few carbon emisssion indicators, such as the ones in this report, can help to
illustrate behavioral trends and prioritize a course of action. For example, the trends in electricity
consumption reveal that the Southeast Uplift residential sector is making the majority of green
power purchases. This means that there may be an opportunity to further decrease emissions in
the commercial sector by encouraging local businesses to purchase green power as well. The use
of Green Neighborhor Agreements, described on page 39, may serve as a useful tool for neighbors
that wish to encourage additional businesses within their community to adopt this climate-friendly
behavior.

Energy Trust of Oregon, Electricity Reductions Trends, 2000 – 2008:
Some of the reductions in energy consumption, as discussed above, may be a result of energy
efficiency measures and on-site generation. The Energy Trust of Oregon has provided significant
opportunities for residential, commercial and industrial sites to become more energy efficient,
reduce energy demand and generate energy on-site. The Energy Trust supplied data for its
programs between 2002 and 2008 for the following zip codes 97214, 97215, 97213, 97206,
97202, and 97222. The cumulative impact of the various programs have resulted in over 28,000
participating sites receiving over $24 million of direct incentives and reducing electricity usage by
over 57 million kilowatt-hours (see graph and table below).

Source: Energy Trust of Oregon

Source:
Energy
of Oregon
Table 3 shows the aggregated data
from
zipTrust
codes
97214, 97215, 97213, 97206, 97202, and 97222,
demonstrating cumulative program results from 2002 through 2008.

Table 3: Energy Trust program savings in southeast Portland
Source: Energy Trust of Oregon
Table 3. Energy Trust Program Savings in Southeast Zip codes
Reportable kwh Reduced
57,467,274

Reportable Therms Reduced
1,534,672

Total Incentive ($)
$24,156,955

Source: Energy Trust of Oregon
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Total Number of Sites
28,881
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Source: Portland General Electric
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RICHMOND

Source: Metro; Regional Travvel Options

Source: Metro, Regional Travel Options
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A4: Extended List of Neighborhood ACtion Projects
ACTION
GiveoutTipSheets
LightBulbExchange

Description
Distributecarbonreductiontipsheetstoneighbors.
Organizealightbulbexchangeinyourneighborhoodto
encourageresidentstoswitchouttheiroldincandescent
bulbsforCFLs.
StartaNeighborhood"WeatherizationEcoͲTeam"tohelp
weatherizehomes.
Neighborhood"KillͲAͲWatt"Teamshelpneighborsreduce
theirenergyusefromappliances.

Example

ColumbiaLawSchool
LightBulbExchange

Startalocalweatherizationrevolvingfundprogram.The
fundfrontsthecostsofenergyupgradesandispaidback
overtime.
Organizeaneighborhoodgreenpowerchallengeto
increasegreenpowercustomers.
Organizeneighborsgetdiscountedratesonbulkgreen
powerpurchasesorrenewableenergyinstallations.

EnergyService
Contracting
Organizations(ESCOs)
BellinghamGreen
PowerChallenge
SEUplift
Neighborhoods

BioͲDieselCoͲop

BeginaneighborhoodbioͲdieselcooperative.

DistrictEnergy

Beginaneighborhooddistrictenergyproject.

TheSeattleClimate
ActionPlan
SunNE

TreeͲPlantingEvent

OrganizeatreeͲplantingevent.

FriendsofTrees

RestorationEvent

Organizeaneighborhoodnaturalarearestorationevent.

FriendsofTrees

SustainableLawnCare
Teams
SustainablePotlucks



SharedGardenSpace
CommunityComposting
Site

Organizexeriscaping,permacultureandnaturallawncare
neighborhoodteams.
OrganizeSustainableCommunityMealstoincrease
awarenessoftheimpactsoffoodchoiceonclimate
change.
Organizesharedgardenspacebetweenneighbors.
StartaNeighborhoodCompostingSitewhereneighbors
canleavetheirfoodscrapsandreceivefinishedcompost.

Woodstock
NeighborhoodGreen
Team

Buckman
Neighborhood

CommunityGardens

Findcommunityspaceforgrowingfood.



WeatherizationTeams
EnergyAudits
RevolvingFundfor
weatherization
Greenpowerchallenge
BulkEnergyPurchasing

TheLowCarbonDiet
Book
SunnysideNA

ResourceWebsite

Participateinaresourcesharing/exchangewebsite.

BrightNeighbor

ResourceExchange

Organizeregularneighborhoodexchangeevents,free
boxes,orapermanentexchangelocation.

ShareͲItͲSquare,City
Repair

RecyclingCollection
Center

OrganizeahardͲtoͲrecycleitemcollectioncenter(i.e.
householdbatteries,cellphones,etc)forresidents.

Woodstockbattery
collectionat
communitycenter

FoodPreservationTeams

Organizefruitpicking,preservingandcanningteams.

PortlandPreserve

ResourceLibrary

Startaresourcelendinglibrary.

NorthPortlandTool
Library

GreenNeighbor
Agreement

Forma"GreenNeighborAgreement"toencouragelocal
businessestoadoptsustainablepractices.

CarrotMob

LocalCurrency/Bartering

Startaneighborhood"localcurrency"programto
encourageresidentstobuylocalproductsandservices.

TransitionTowns
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ACTION
Description
BikeBuddy/TransitBuddy Starta"BikeBuddy"or"TransitBuddy"Program.
Program

Example
BicycleTransportation
Alliance

"SafeͲRoutestoSchool"

SafeRoutestoSchool
Program

Transportation

Alternative
TransportationChallenge
RideͲSharing

Organize"BikeTrain"or"WalkingSchoolBusPrograms"
withtheparentsofotherschoolͲagedchildreninyour
neighborhood.
Organizeanalternativetransportation(bike,pedestrian,
transit)challengewithresidentsofyourneighborhoodor
block.
StartaneighborhoodrideͲshareprogram.

CarͲSharing

OrganizeacarͲsharingprogram,orencourageanexisting
onetobringmorecarstoyourneighborhood.

"PediͲCabs"

Organizeacommunity"pediͲcab"serviceforyour
neighborhood,orencourageanexistingonetocometo
yourarea.
StartaLocalImprovementDistrict(LID)inyour
neighborhoodtohelpimprovethesidewalkconditionand
walkabilityofyourneighborhood.

LocalImprovement
Districts
BikeSharing

Startabikesharingorlendingprogram.

CommunityEngagements

CityAdvocacyforMixed
WorkwiththecitytoremoveimpedimentstomixedͲuse
GrowthandTransitAccess developmentand/orincreasedtransitaccessinyour
neighborhood.
StartaGreenTeam
FormaGreenTeamorSustainabilityCommitteefor
interestedresidentstomeetandorganize.
CommunityEvents

Holdneighborhoodevents&postannouncementsin
placeswherepeoplegather.

ClimateSpeakerSeries

StartaClimateDialogueseriesandhostfunand
informativeeventstogetneighborsinvolved.

ClimateActionTrainings

BringaClimateActionTrainingProgramtoyour
neighborhood.

BlockͲLevelCommunity
Building

GodoorͲtoͲdooronyourblockandgettoknowpeople,
andseeiftheyhaveresourcesorneedstheyarewillingto
share.
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BicycleTransportation
Alliance
PortlandClimate
ActionPlan
Flexcar
PortlandRosePedals



Arcata,CABike
lendinglibrary


SouthTabor
Neighborhood
Association
NeighborhoodcleanͲ
ups,etc
Sunnyside
Neighborhood
Association
TheUniversityof
Oregon's"Climate
Masters"
BlockParties

A5: Tracking and MOnitoring Resources
1. How to Set-Up a Neighborhood Survey
Setting up a survey or questionnaire for your neighborhood can be fairly easy with the help of
free on-line survey tools. We’ve listed a few recommended steps and provided you with website
links to a few survey tools below.

Why Survey?
Surveys and questionnaires can help you gather data from a broader group of people in a shorter
amount of time than some other methods, such as interviews. People may also feel more
comfortable responding to some questions if they can remain anonymous, or have more time to
think through a response.

Setting up the Survey:
1) Set goals
a) Begin by asking yourself what information you hope to gather through a survey. If
you are looking for basic information from a lot of people, a survey with multiple
choice, or close-ended questions would probably be the best tool. If you would like to
learn more about how people feel about a topic(s), an open-ended questionnaire or
interview may be better option. See an example of a survey in the next appendix item
and a questionnaire in Appendix A2.
2) Develop your questions
a) Do some preliminary research into survey and question design. Questions should:
• Be specific, but not so specific that the respondent can’t provide a meaningful
response
• Use simple words
• Be clear, not vague
• Be short
• Avoid bias (i.e. was this event better than the last one?)
3) Test your survey on friends, family or neighbors before distributing. This will help you work
out wording problems or understand places that people may be confused or misreading a
question.
4) Revise your survey based on the feedback you receive from the test survey.
5) Select your method of survey:
a) Printed surveys
i) Pros: Allow you to hand out at meetings, provide you with a hard copy of the
results
ii) Cons: You must manually analyze the results, printing costs, may not be able to
distribute to people you do not come into contact with.
b) Web-based surveys
i) Pros: They allow you to distribute the survey to many people via e-mail and listserves, some analyze the results for you (saving time), no printing costs
ii) Cons: Some people may not want to receive e-mail, you may not reach some
people if they don’t have e-mail/Internet access (you can supplement with some
paper copies), some free survey tools have limited capabilities (i.e. limit the
number of people that can take the survey, will not analyze your results).
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6) Either input your survey into an on-line survey tool or print your surveys. Even if you do
develop an on-line survey, it may be good to print a few to give to people that do not have
Internet access.

Resources for Neighborhoods
• Survey Gizmo Web Tool: www.surveygizmo.com/
• Survey Monkey Web Tool: www.surveymonkey.com/
• Tips for developing survey questions:
www.sciencebuddies.org/science-fair-projects/project_ideas/Soc_survey.shtml
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2. Measuring Our Carbon Footprint: A Sample Neighborhood Survey
Conducting a regular survey of neighborhood residents has the benefit of tracking changes in
sustainable behaviors, community involvement, and carbon footprint indicators. In addition,
collecting information on household energy and fuel usage can enable a neighborhood to
develop neighborhood carbon footprint estimates. Tracking progress has the benefit of aligning
neighborhoods with city and regional goals, which can increase neighborhood visibility and
the potential for government funding. Regularly surveying neighbors and widely distributing
the results may help to sustain community involvement by increasing neighborhood pride and
empowerment.
The survey is divided into the following climate action categories found in the City of Portland
and Multnomah County Draft Climate Action Plan:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Buildings and Energy Use
Land Use and Mobility
Consumption and Waste
Urban Forestry and Stormwater
Food and Agriculture
Community Engagement

The questions are designed to help residents connect behaviors with their climate impact,
connect carbon reduction efforts to increases in community involvement, and allow
neighborhoods to track their carbon footprint and community involvement levels over time.
Neighborhoods are encouraged to use all or some of these questions, or to create questions of
their own based off the indicators they have selected for themselves (see How to Measure your
Progress, page 13). Questions in the quiz were informed by the research that contributed to this
handbook and the Ecological Footprint Quiz developed by Redefining Progress and the Center for
Sustainable Economy.

	�������������������������������������������������������������������������������
Redefining Progress, Center for Sustainable Economy: The Ecological Footprint Quiz:.
�������
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Building&EnergyUse
1.Howmanypeopleliveinyourhousehold?___________people

2.Whatisthesizeofyourhome?

o
o
o
o
o

500Ͳ999squarefeetorless(apartment,studio,orsmallhome)

o
o
o
o
o

Electricity

o
o
o
o

Yes

o
o
o
o

Yes

1000Ͳ1499squarefeet(smallhome,approximately2Ͳ3bedrooms)
1500Ͳ1999squarefeet(averagehome,approximately3bedrooms)
2000Ͳ2499squarefeet(largehome,approximately4bedrooms)

2500squarefeetorlarger(verylargehome)

3.Whatenergysourcesdoyouuseinyourhome?Pleasecheckallthatapply.
Naturalgas,propane,orliquefiedpetroleumgas
Heatingoil
Woodorbiomass
Other:__________________


4.Atwhattemperaturedoyoukeepyourthermostatsetinwinter?___________degrees
Fahrenheit

5.Approximatelyhowmanymonthsdoyouhaveyourheatturnedon?__________months

6.Ifapplicable,howmanymonthsdoyoukeepyourairconditionerturnedon?
_________months

7.Doyouchoosetherenewableenergyoption(ie.GreenPower)throughyourelectric
company?
No
Unableto
Don'tknow


7a.Ifyes,whatpercentofyourelectricitycomesfromrenewablesources?__________percent

8.Ifapplicable,doyouchoosetherenewableenergyoptionthroughyourgascompany?




No
Unableto
Don'tknow
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9.Doyouuseanotherformofrenewableenergy?

o
o

Yes

o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Compactfluorescentbulbs

o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Turnofflightswhenleavingrooms

o
o
o

Yes

o
o

Yes

o
o

Yes

No
Ifyes,whatisit?_____________________________

10.Whichenergysavingfeaturesandhabitsdoyouhaveorpracticeinyourhome?Pleasecheck
allthatapply.

Energysavingfeatures
Energyefficientappliances(EnergyStar,etc)
Extrainsulation(walls,attic,hotwaterheater,etc)
Insulatingblinds
Stormdoorsandwindows
Sealeddraftsfromleakydoors,windows,fireplace,andductwork
Instanthotwaterheater

Solarpanelsorsolarhotwater

Energysavinghabits
UsepowerstripstoturnoffstandͲbylights
Turnoffcomputersandmonitorswhennotinuse
Dryclothesoutsidewheneverpossible
Keepthermostatat68°Forbelowinwinter
Unplugsmallapplianceswhennotinuse
Minimaluseofpowerequipmentwhenlandscaping


11.Haveyoueverhadahomeenergyaudit?
No
Don'tknow


12.Ifyes,didyouimplementthesuggestedactions?
No
Ifyes,whichones?__________________________________________________________

13.Haveyoupurchasedoffsetsforcarbonemissionsassociatedwithyourenergyuse?



No
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LandUse&Mobility

1.Doyoudrive:

o
o
o
o
o

Ahybrid
Anelectriccar
Agasolinepoweredautomobile
Abiodieselpoweredautomobile
Idon'tdrive(skiptoQuestion4)


2.Howmanygallonsofgasolinedoesyourcar'sgasolinetankhold?_________gallons

3.Approximatelyhowmanytimesamonthonaveragedoyoufillupyourtank?______times
permonth

4.Howoftendoyou...

Never
Rarely
Sometimes Frequently Always
Commutetoworkbywalking





Commutetoworkbybike





Commutetoworkbypublictransit 




Walk,bike,orbusfornonͲwork





relatedtrips?

5.Pleaseentertheestimatednumberofmilesyoutravelperyearbyairplane:____________
miles
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Consumption & Waste
1. How many standard size garbage bins does your household fill each week?

o
o
o

Less than one
One or two
More than two

2. What proportion of the following wastes do you recycle?
None
A Fair Amount
Almost All
Paper
Aluminum
Glass
Plastic
Electronic wastes
3. How often do you...
Never

Rarely

Sometimes

Frequently

Always

Compost food scraps
Compost yard and lawn clippings
Select products with less packaging
Share resources with your
neighbors (tools, free boxes, etc)

4. How often do you buy new things to replace old ones?
o I generally use things until I genuinely need to replace them.

o
o

Some items I use for years, others I replace before I need to.
I frequently replace belongings even if they are in good condition.

5. Approximately what share of your home furnishings are second hand or made of either
recycled or sustainably produced materials?

o
o
o
o

Almost none
A few
A fair amount
Almost all

6. When you buy clothing or paper products, how often do you select items labeled as recycled,
natural, organic, or made of sustainable fibers?

o
o
o

Almost never
Sometimes
Almost always
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UrbanForestry&StormwaterManagement
1.Doyouhavetreesonyourproperty?

o
o
o
o

Yes

o
o
o
o

Yes

o
o
o
o
o

Lowflowtoilets

o
o
o
o
o

Minimizeshowertimeandtoiletflushing

o
o
o
o

Yes

No
Unableto

Don'tknow

2.Haveyoueverparticipatedinacommunitytreeplantingevent?
No
Unableto
Don'tknow


3.Whichwatersavingfeaturesandhabitsdoyouhaveandpracticeinyourhome?Pleasecheck
allthatapply.

Watersavingfeatures
Lowflowshowerheadsandfaucets
Rainwatercatchmentsystem
Greywaterrecyclingsystem
Droughttolerantlandscaping


Watersavinghabits
Runclothesanddishwashersonlywhenfull
Washcarsrarely
Lookforandfixleaksregularly
Avoidhosingdowndecks,walkways,driveways


2.Doesyourhomehavedisconnecteddownspouts?



No
Unableto
Don'tknow
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Food&Agriculture

1.Whatbestdescribesyourdiet?

o
o
o
o
o

Vegan–Plantbasedfoodsonly
Vegetarian–Primarilyplantbasedfoods,butsomedairy
Omnivore–Anassortmentofmeat,seafood,vegetables,dairy,andgrains
Carnivore–Meat,seafood,anddairyseveraltimesaweek

Topofthefoodchain–Meat,seafood,ordairyatalmosteverymeal


2.Howoftendoyou...

Never
Rarely
Sometimes Frequently
Growyourownfood




Purchaseorganicfood




Purchaselocallyproducedfood





3.Doyouhaveagarden,orshareaspace,togrowyourownvegetablesandherbs?

o
o

Yes
No
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Always




CommunityEngagement

1.Haveyoueverattendedaneighborhoodmeeting(suchasaneighborhoodassociationor
committeemeeting)?

o
o
o

Yes

o
o

Yes

o
o
o

Yes

o
o

Yes

o
o

Yes

o
o

Yes

o
o
o
o

Holdmeetings/eventsatdifferenttimes

No
Notsure


1a.Ifyes,doyougenerallyattendneighborhoodmeetingsonaregularbasis?
No


2.Haveyoueverattendedaneighborhoodorcommunityevent(suchasacommunitycleanͲup,
blockparty,ortreeplanting)?
No
Notsure


2a.Ifyes,wouldyousayyougenerallyparticipateinneighborhoodorcommunityeventsona
regularbasis?
No


3.HaveyoueverstartedorbeeninvolvedwithorganizingacommunityͲbasedactivity?
No


4.Doyouknowthenamesofmostoftheneighborsonyourblock?
No


5.Howmanypeopleinyourneighborhoodwouldyouestimatethatyouknowbyname?______
people

6.Ifyouhaveneverattendedaneighborhoodeventormeeting,whatwouldhelpyoubecome
moreinvolved?
Holdmeetings/eventsatdifferentplaces
Makemeetings/eventsmorefamilyͲfriendly
Makemeetings/eventsmorefun
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o

Other:__________________________________________________________________
________________________________________________________________________
_____________


7.Isthereanythingelseyouwouldliketotellus?
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
_____________________
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A6: Methodology
1. Creating the Neighborhood Climate Action Planning Handbook
Creating the Neighborhood Climate Action Planning Handbook involved extensive research,
public involvement, and consultation with technical advisors. Figure 4 provides an overview of
the handbook creation methodology.

Research
C-Change Consultants conducted in-depth research at the start of this project. The research was
focused primarily in three areas:
• Climate action content: Research on climate action plans from various cities to
understand what actions can be applied to the neighborhood level and what types of
actions impact carbon reduction the most.
• Neighborhood organizing strategies: Research on what elements are important to the
success of neighborhood level actions and efforts.
• Communicating about climate change: Research on the best ways to communicate with
diverse audiences about climate change and climate action.
Information from the research was used to develop the initial list of climate actions presented in
the focus groups and to develop a framework for the entire project.

Pilot Neighborhoods
C-Change Consultants worked with three pilot Southeast Portland neighborhoods South
Tabor, Woodstock, and the Sustainability Committee of Sunnyside neighborhood as a sample
of different neighborhoods in Southeast Uplift territory. Selection of the pilot neighborhoods
was not a scientific attempt to get exact representation of all neighborhoods in Southeast
Portland. Rather, the three pilot neighborhoods were selected because they are located in
different sections of Southeast, have different characteristics, and all wanted to be involved
in the process. In addition, C-Change Consultants worked with the newly forming Southeast
Sustainability Network to understand what sustainability actions and programs are occurring and
ongoing. It is important to note that the individuals and associations involved in this project selfselected to participate due to an existing interest in addressing climate change.
Members of the pilot neighborhoods and the Southeast sustainability network participated in
focus groups and were invited to the open house event.

Interviews/Case Studies
C-Change Consultants conducted interviews with a variety of individual neighborhood activists as
well as representatives of local organizations throughout the course of this process. The purpose
of the interviews with local and neighborhood organizations was:
• To better understand what makes certain local and community initiatives successful; and
• What are some common barriers and opportunities with organizing at the neighborhood
level?
C-Change Consultants also interviewed city-wide organizations to better understand where a
neighborhood climate action planning initiative could fit in with already existing efforts. The list
of organizations interviewed by C-Change Consultants includes:
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

City Repair
Community Energy Project
Southeast Portland Community Policing
Friends of Trees
Mark Lakeman, Communitecture
Northwest Neighborhood Energy
Energy Trust of Oregon
Mayor’s Office, Department of Planning and Sustainability

C-Change Consultants also interviewed volunteers in neighborhood projects especially around
issues of sustainability and climate change. The purpose of these interviews were to:
• Understand how neighborhood activism is and can be successful; and
• To use these interviews as the basis for a series of case studies of successful
neighborhood sustainability projects and programs to be featured in the guide.
The list of neighborhood volunteers interviewed by C-Change includes:
• Rueben Deumling, Sunnyside Sustainability Committee
• Todd Sargent, Woodstock Neighborhood
• Catherine Failing, Woodstock Neighborhood
• Tom Thompson, NE Portland Tool Library
• Mike Thayer, South Tabor Sustainability Committee
• Nancy Oberschmidt, Buckman Neighborhood and Southeast Sustainability Network
• Peter Nierengarten, Sunnyside Sustainability Committee
• Jeanne Longley, Transition Sunnyside
The findings from these interviews are incorporated into the handbook and also featured as case
studies for each category of climate action (buildings and energy use, land use and mobility,
consumption and waste, urban forestry and stormwater management, and urban agriculture).

Focus Groups
C-Change Consultants held four focus groups, one for each pilot neighborhood, Sunnyside, South
Tabor, Woodstock, and the Southeast Sustainability Network. The following were the goals of the
focus groups:
• Convene a group of neighborhood residents who are interested in taking action towards
reducing the neighborhood carbon footprint;
• Identify actions, strategies, or events that currently work or do not work for their
neighborhood; and
• Identify climate change specific actions that their neighborhood can plan to do in the
future.
C-Change Consultants used a variety of methods to get the word out to the neighborhoods
about each of the focus groups including posting fliers in the neighborhoods, sending out
announcements on the neighborhood list-serves, and posting the announcements on websites
like BrightNeighbor.
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Each focus group met for approximately one hour. Focus group members participated in a
guided discussion on neighborhood priorities, current sustainability actions, and goals for future
sustainability and climate action efforts. The number of participants at each of the four focus
groups was:
• Southeast Sustainability Network: 15
• Sunnyside Sustainability Committee: 10
• South Tabor: 7
• Woodstock: 3
The findings from these focus groups were synthesized and incorporated into the recommended
actions and strategies presented at the open house event for feedback.

Questionnaire
C-Change Consultants created a short online questionnaire with ten questions designed
for distribution among the three pilot neighborhoods and the Southeast Sustainability
Network members. The purpose of the questionnaire was to get feedback from residents on
neighborhood priorities, current neighborhood sustainability activities, and goals for future
sustainability and climate action efforts.
The numbers of respondents from each focus group was:
• Southeast Sustainability Network: 11
• Sunnyside Sustainability Committee: 5
• South Tabor: 6
• Woodstock: 6
The findings from the surveys were discussed at each of the four focus groups and incorporated
into recommendations for climate actions and strategies presented in the open house.

Open House Event
C-Change Consultants hosted an open house event for the entire Southeast Portland Community
at Southeast Uplift on April 23rd from 6-9pm. The purpose of the event was to get feedback
from the Southeast Portland community on the actions and strategies developed through the
research, focus groups, and questionnaire.
C-Change Consultants used a variety of methods to get the word out to all of Southeast Portland
and the entire city about the open house event including posting fliers in commercial areas in
Southeast Portland, sending out announcements on the neighborhood list-serves, posting the
announcements on websites like BrightNeighbor and other neighborhood blogs and websites,
and contacting media like the Oregonian and the Southeast Examiner.
At the event, C-Change Consultants used a variety of activities to elicit feedback from
participants. About 50-60 individuals attended the event. The findings from the open house were
incorporated as recommended actions and strategies into the handbook.
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Technical Advisory Committee
C-Change Consultants enlisted the help of a technical advisory committee, made up of
professional planners to provide feedback on the process and products developed by C-Change
Consultants. The planners involved in the advisory committee included:
• Tom Armstrong, Southeast District Planner, Bureau of Planning and Sustainability
• Michelle Crim, Sustainable Government Coordinator, Bureau of Planning and
Sustainability
• Heidi Rahn, Solid Waste Planner, Metro
The experts included on this committee were selected to reflect concurrent regional and
citywide climate action planning efforts as well as on-going planning efforts at the neighborhood
and district level.
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2. Estimating the Climate Impact of Neighborhood Actions
Introduction
To better understand the impact of neighborhood actions, local plans and academic articles were
reviewed to develop a rough estimation on carbon usage. Many neighborhood climate actions
depend on the collective effort and collaboration of multiple residents. Therefore, it is difficult to
provide actual carbon reduction figures for any neighborhood climate action, since the amount
of carbon reduced will depend on the scale of the activity, the extent of involvement, and the
specific circumstances of each neighborhood. Nevertheless, actions can be compared relative
to each other based on their carbon reduction potential and the known sources of Multnomah
County’s greenhouse gas emissions. The following sections include a discussion of the sources of
Multnomah County’s greenhouse gas emissions, and a brief discussion of the carbon reduction
potential for neighborhood level actions.

Multnomah County Greenhouse Gas
Emissions

Multnomah County Carbon Emissions by Source; 2007

Multnomah County and the City of Portland
identified three main sources of greenhouse gas
emissions; those include energy use in residential,
commercial, and industrial buildings (60 percent),
transportation (39 percent) and solid waste (1
percent). The chart to the right provides a visual
representation of Portland and Multnomah
County’s greenhouse gas emissions by source.
These sources serve as three of the four
categories that the carbon reduction potential of
neighborhood actions was considered; the fourth
category was food systems. Each carbon reduction
potential estimate began by acknowledging the
level of impact that can be achieved in Multnomah
County by taking action within that category. For
Source: 2009 Portland Multnomah Draft Climate Action Plan
example, there is more opportunity to reduce
carbon within the building energy use and transportation categories than there is in solid
waste. Thus, actions within those categories are considered to have a greater carbon reduction
potential for the Portland and Multnomah County area.

Energy Use in Buildings
Energy usage within residential, commercial, and industrial buildings is a major source of
greenhouse gas emissions within Multnomah County, making up 60 percent of the total
emissions. Therefore, there is a great opportunity to reduce carbon emissions and conserve
energy from this category.
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Average U.S. Household Energy Usage
According to the Energy Trust of Oregon,
major sources of residential energy use comes
from home heating and cooling (45 percent),
water heating (15 percent) and refrigerator
and freezer usage (15 percent). Therefore,
neighborhood actions that focus on reducing
residential energy use from these particular
areas, such as neighborhood weatherization
teams, or home energy audit teams, may have
high carbon reduction potentials. Additionally,
commercial and industrial building energy
usage makes up a high percentage of this
category. Neighborhood actions that entail
working with local businesses to encourage
them to conserve energy or buy green power,
such as Green Neighbor Agreements, may also
have a high carbon reduction potential.
Source:

Energy Trust of Oregon

Transportation
Transportation is the second largest source of greenhouse gas emissions, making up 39 percent
of Multnomah County’s total emissions. According to the 2000 census, the primary commute
mode of Southeast Uplift area residents was the automobile (75.5 percent), followed by public
transit (12.3 percent), walking (5.2 percent) and working at home (4.4 percent). This means that
the carbon reduction potential of neighborhood actions that focus on reducing automobile usage
is high. Actions such as bike and transit buddies, or alternative transportation challenges, have
high carbon reduction potentials, to the extent that they successfully encourage people to take
fewer trips by car.
Commute Mode of Southeast Uplift Residents

Source: 2000 Census
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Solid Waste
Waste disposal makes up 1 percent of all Multnomah County’s greenhouse gas emissions.
However, this is due primarily to improved methane capture at local landfills and does not
include the energy saved from recycling and consuming less.
The chart on this page shows the Portland Waste Stream. According to the Portland Recycles!
Plan, there is the opportunity to recycle 75 percent of the waste currently making its way to
the landfill. These opportunities are important, as recycling significantly reduces energy usage
when producing many products. In 2005 the Portland Metropolitan area recycled approximately
1.1 million tons of materials, which reduced greenhouse gas emissions the equivalent of
taking 438,021 cars off the road or powering 162,255 houses for one year. This means that
neighborhood actions that focus on recycling, such as a neighborhood clean up event, will
likely have a medium carbon reduction potential. Neighborhood actions that focus on resource
sharing, such as starting a Tool Library, will reduce carbon to the extent that the consumption of
new goods is reduced and materials are prevented from prematurely going to the landfill.
Portland Waste Stream Analysis

Source: 2008 Portland Recycles! Plan

Food Systems
According to the 2009 Draft Portland Climate Action Plan, over 10 percent of US carbon
emissions come from food consumption. The plan reports that the figure may approach up
to 30 percent if food importation and agriculture-related deforestation and soil degradation
are included in the total. For neighborhood climate actions, the primary opportunity areas for
reducing carbon from food systems include meat consumption, food miles, and purchasing
organics.
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Red meat is the most carbon intensive food group (30 percent of emissions), followed by dairy
(18 percent), carbohydrates (11 percent) and fruits and vegetables (11 percent). Additionally,
while food miles have been the focus of discussions on food’s impact on climate change, a recent
study has found that production is actually the largest emitter of greenhouse gases (83 percent)
and transportation is only 11 percent in comparison, with the final phase of transportation and
delivery to the retailer making up only 4 percent of food’s greenhouse gas emissions (Weber and
Matthews, 2008).
If focusing only on carbon reduction, more impact can be made by changing food habits than by
reducing food miles. For example shifting less than one day per week’s worth of calories from
red meat and dairy products to chicken, fish, eggs, or a vegetable-based diet achieves more
carbon reduction than buying all locally sourced food (Weber and Matthews, 2008). This means
that neighborhood actions focused on increasing the consumption of low carbon foods, such as
community gardens and sustainable potlucks, will have a medium carbon reduction potential.
Neighborhood actions such as bulk food buying can help reduce food miles, and will likely have a
smaller carbon reduction potential.
Greenhouse Gas Emissions of Food Systems by Phase

Estimated Greenhouse
Gas Emissions by Food Group
Estimated Greenhouse Gas Emissions by Food Group
Oils, Sweets &
C ondiments
6%
Beverages
6%
Red Meat
29%

Other Foods
9%

C hicken, Fish & Eggs
10%

Fruits & Vegetables
11%

Dairy
18%
C arbohydrates
11%

Source: Weber and Matthews, 2008

Source: Weber and Matthews, 2008

Source: Weber and Matthews, 2008
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